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ABSTRACT 

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) films exhibit high hardness, low friction, excellent wear 

resistance, high anticorrosion resistance, good biocompatibility, high surface tension with 

water, and optical transparency in various fields such as the automotive, aerospace, 

communication and biomedical industries. In this study, diamond-like carbon (DLC) 

films were deposited successfully on magnesium alloy AZ31 substrate as hard protective 

film by ion-beam-enhanced deposition with various CH4/H2 ratio, gas flow rates and 

accelerating voltages. The composition and mechanical properties of the DLC coatings 

were characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Raman spectroscopy, 

Rockwell test, and micro-indentation. The tribological properties of the coating were also 

investigated using a frictional surface microscope with an in situ observation system and 

friction force measurements. The DLC films were characterized by a lower intensity ratio 

of the D-peak to G-peak (ID/IG), higher hardness, and improved tribological properties 

when deposited at a lower accelerating voltage (6 kV). At the CH4/H2 ratio of 1:99 and 6 

sccm/6 kV, minimum ID/IG values of 0.62, relatively low friction force value of 0.12 N, 

and a maximum hardness of 4056 HV were attained respectively. In addition, the DLC 

film exhibited improved wear resistance and a shallower wear track at this condition. 

The characterizations and corrosion behaviors of the DLC-coated stainless steel and 

titanium which used in bipolar plates deposited with different gas ratios CH4/H2 and 

deposition times were investigated and evaluated. The chemical bonding structure and 

composition of the DLC coatings were confirmed by Raman spectroscopy, X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). The 

micromorphology and surface roughness of the films were observed and analyzed by 
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SEM and AFM. The element compositions of cross-section were determined by Electron 

probe microanalysis (EPMA). The DLC-coated stainless steel and titanium were corroded 

by potentiostatic polarizations in a 0.5mol/L sulfuric acid solution at 90 ℃ for 168 h and 

the corrosion behaviors were investigated in the solution using electrochemical 

techniques. In addition, the metal ions in sulfuric acid corrosion solution were detected 

by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) atomic emission spectroscopy. The results indicate 

that a higher CH4/H2 ratio for titanium and a lower CH4/H2 ratio for stainless steel can 

result in a decreasing ID/IG ratio, low root mean square (RMS) of the surface morphology 

and low concentration of metal ions in corrosion solution. The ID/IG ratio of corroded 

DLC coating on titanium with a minimum of 0.827 is lower than that of corroded DLC 

coating on stainless steel with a minimum of 1.03. The significant improvement in the 

corrosion resistance of DLC film was mainly attributed to the increased sp3 bond element 

and formation of passive film. The minimum resistivity of 12.9 mΩ·cm2 for DLC film-

coated SUS316L is obtained, which is higher than that of 7 mΩ·cm2 for DLC film-coated 

titanium. The metal ions concentration of a DLC coating on titanium with a minimum of 

0.34 ppm is obviously lower than that of a DLC coating on stainless steel with a minimum 

of 16.60 ppm. The corrosion mechanism of stainless steel is proposed. As a result, , the 

localized corrosion of a point or small area has been significantly improved after 

depositing the DLC films, the DLC films-coated titanium substrate is more promising in 

the applications with the superior anti-corrosion properties. 

Keywords: DLC film; corrosion resistance; tribological properties; IBED; metal substrate
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Research background and significance 

The movement of mechanical parts is always accompanied by friction and wear [1, 2]. 

A large number of industrial parts fail because the surface properties are inability to meet 

the severe friction and wear service conditions such as heavy load and high speed 

conditions [3]. Magnesium alloys have recently been widely applied as structural 

materials because of their light weight, high dimensional stability, excellent 

electromagnetic shielding and damping performance, excellent machinability, and easy 

of recycling [4, 5]. They are practically used in various fields such as the automotive, 

aerospace, communication and biomedical industries. However, the poor hardness, 

abrasion resistance, and corrosion resistance of magnesium alloys limit their application 

[6]. Modification of the material surface is an effective means to improve these properties 

to enable the use of magnesium for more machine parts [7].  

Currently there are much attention about the development of more efficient and cleaner 

technologies. Fuel cells are environmentally friendly energy generation devices, which 

convert chemical energy directly into electrical energy [8]. Polymer electrolyte membrane 

fuel cell (PEMFC) is an ideal candidate as one of the most potential power sources for 

residential and transportation applications with high efficiency and virtual zero-emissions 

among all kinds of the fuel cells [9-11]. The PEM fuel cell is consisted of membrane 

electrode assemblies (MEAs), gas diffusion layers (GDLs) and bipolar plates. As a major 

component of the PEMFC stack, the bipolar plates have the most total weight and the 

most expensive cost. These bipolar plates play multiple roles in the following functions 
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such as distributing the air to a gas diffusion layer-electrodes assembly uniformly, 

removing heat and water flow from the active areas, providing the electrical contact and 

carrying current from adjacent cells [12]. So it is necessary to reduce the cost and the 

large mass of these components for the commercial application of PEFC fuel cells [13]. 

For the development of PEMFCs, bipolar plates should have the characteristics such as 

high anticorrosion resistance, high electrical conductivity, lightweight, high mechanical 

manufacturability, high surface tension with water and low cost [14]. 

The traditional bipolar plate material is non-porous graphite due to its high electronic 

conductivity and good chemical stability in PEMFC environments. However, it is fragile 

to impact. Meanwhile the manufacture costs of gas flow channels are increased and the 

overall volume of the PEMFCs becomes bigger [15]. The graphite is not an ideal 

candidate for commercialization application directly. Hence the metallic bipolar plates 

such as stainless steel is commercially available [16]. Compared with graphite, the 

stainless steels have the advantages of high volumetric electrical conductivity, high 

mechanical strength, low gas permeability, and economic to manufacture particularly 

suitable for portable PEMFCs. However the stainless steel is highly vulnerable to 

corrosive attack in the strong acidic fuel cell environment of the electrolyte membrane 

with the pH value of about 2-3 [17]. The interfacial contact resistance of stainless steel 

material should also be considered. The other metals such as titanium alloys show the 

better performances in the corrosion resistance and have a higher mechanical strength 

than the stainless steel but the higher cost. The corrosion behavior of the metallic bipolar 

plate can degrade the fuel cell performance because the proton conductivity of the 

polymeric electrolyte membrane is decreased due to the poison of Fe, Cr and Ni ions [11]. 

To overcome these drawbacks, depositing a protective coating on the metallic bipolar 
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plate is necessary by various surface modification techniques. Therefore, in this paper 

DLC films were deposited on the surface of magnesium alloy substrate by IBED to 

improve the tribological properties, and on the surface of titanium and stainless steel 

substrate to protect the bare metallic bipolar plate from the highly acidic environment. 

The hardness and wear resistance on surface of DLC films-coated AZ31 magnesium alloy 

were analyzed. The optimal conditions were found to improve wear resistance and a 

shallower wear track. The characterizations and corrosion behaviors of the DLC films-

coated titanium and stainless steel were investigated and evaluated. The chemical bonding 

structure and composition of the DLC coatings were analyzed to obtain the mechanism 

of anti-corrosion. 

1.2 Performance characteristics and mechanical application of 

magnesium alloy substrate 

1.2.1 Mechanical application of magnesium alloy 

  In the past, magnesium was used extensively in World War I and again in World War 

II but apart from use in niche applications in the nuclear industry, metal and military 

aircraft, interest subsequently waned. The most significant application was its use in the 

VW beetle but even this petered out when higher performance was required. The 

requirement to reduce the weight of car components as a result in part of the introduction 

of legislation limiting emission has triggered renewed interest in magnesium. In 1944 the 

consumption had reached 228 000 t but slumped after the war to 10 000 t per annum. In 

1998 with renewed interest it has climbed to 360 000 t per annum at a price of US$3.6 

per kg. The growth rate over the next 10 years has been forecast to be 7% per annum [18]. 
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The advantages of magnesium and magnesium alloys are listed as follows,  

 lowest density of all metallic constructional materials;  

 high specific strength; good castability, suitable for high pressure die-casting; 

 can be turned/milled at high speed;  

 good weldability under controlled atmosphere;  

 much improved corrosion resistance using high purity magnesium;  

 readily available;  

 compared with polymeric materials:  

 better mechanical properties;  

 resistant to ageing;  

 better electrical and thermal conductivity;  

 recyclable.  

One of the reasons for the limited use of magnesium has been some poor properties 

exacerbated by a lack of development work. The disadvantages of magnesium are 

presented based on the following:  

 low elastic modulus;  

 limited cold workability and toughness;  

 limited high strength and creep resistance at elevated temperatures;  

 high degree of shrinkage on solidification;  

 high chemical reactivity;  

 in some applications limited corrosion resistance.  

It is not possible to use conventional alloying techniques to improve some of the 

properties, e.g. elastic constants. The use of magnesium alloys in the European 

automobile industry encompasses parts such as steering wheels, steering column parts, 
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instrument panels, seats, gear boxes, air intake systems, stretcher, gearbox housings, tank 

covers etc. Magnesium based alloys have been used for numerous applications in hobby 

equipment e.g. bicycle frames. In communication engineering, light weight is required as 

well as screening against electro–magnetic radiation which plastic materials cannot offer. 

Magnesium alloy, the lightest metallic construction material with high strength/weight 

ratio, high thermal conductivity, good machinability and recyclability, is considered as 

the most promising green engineering material in the 21st century [19, 20]. Therefore, 

magnesium and its alloys are attracting great interest as they have enormous promising 

potential applications in the automotive, aircraft, aerospace, electronic industries, 

biological materials and so on [21]. For some lightweight soft matrix materials such as 

aluminum alloys, although they have the characteristics of light weight and high specific 

strength, their surface wear resistance is poor, which seriously affects the safety and 

reliability of these parts. 

1.2.2 Tribological properties of magnesium alloy 

Tribology is the science and engineering of interacting surfaces in relative motion. It 

includes the study and application of the principles of friction, lubrication and wear. 

Tribology is highly interdisciplinary. The wear is the progressive involuntary removal of 

material from a surface in relative motion with another or with a fluid. We can distinguish 

two different types of wear: moderate wear and severe wear [22, 23]. The first case 

concerns low loads and smooth surfaces, while the second concerns significantly higher 

loads and compatible and rough surfaces, in which the wear processes are much more 

violent. Wear plays a fundamental role in tribological studies, since it causes changes in 

the shape of the components used in the construction of machinery (for example). These 
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worn parts must be replaced and this entails both a problem of an economic nature, due 

to the cost of replacement, and a functional problem, since if these components are not 

replaced in time, more serious damage could occur to the machine in its complex. This 

phenomenon, however, has not only negative sides, indeed, it is often used to reduce the 

roughness of some materials, eliminating the asperities. Erroneously we tend to imagine 

wear in a direct correlation with friction, in reality these two phenomena cannot be easily 

connected. There may be conditions such that low friction can result in significant wear 

and vice versa. In order for this phenomenon to occur, certain implementation times "are 

required, which may change depending on some variables, such as load, speed, 

lubrication and environmental conditions, and there are different wear mechanisms, 

which may occur simultaneously or even combined with each other: 

1. Adhesive Wear; 

2. Abrasive Wear; 

3. Fatigue Wear; 

4. Corrosive Wear; 

5. Rubbing Wear or Fretting; 

6. Erosion Wear; 

7. Other minor wear phenomena (Wear by Impact, Cavitation, Wear-Fusion, Wear-

Spreading). 

As known, the contact between two surfaces occurs through the interaction between 

asperities [24]. If a shearing force is applied in the contact area, it may be possible to 

detach a small part of the weaker material, due to its adhesion to the harder surface. What 

is described is precisely the mechanism of the adhesive wear represented in the figure. 

This type of wear is very problematic, since it involves high wear speeds, but at the same 
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time it is possible to reduce adhesion by increasing surface roughness and hardness of the 

surfaces involved, or by inserting layers of contaminants such as oxygen, oxides, water 

or oils. In conclusion, the behavior of the adhesive wear volume can be described by 

means of three main laws. 

The abrasive wear consists of the cutting effort of hard surfaces that act on softer 

surfaces and can be caused either by the roughness that as tips cut off the material against 

which they rub (two-body abrasive wear), or from particles of hard material that interpose 

between two surfaces in relative motion (three-body abrasive wear) [25, 26]. At 

application levels, the two-body wear is easily eliminated by means of an adequate 

surface finish, while the three-body wear can bring serious problems and must therefore 

be removed as much as possible by means of suitable filters, even before of a weighted 

machine design. 

The fatigue wear is a type of wear that is caused by alternative loads, which cause local 

contact forces repeated over time, which in turn lead to deterioration of the materials 

involved [27]. The most immediate example of this type of wear is that of a comb. If you 

slide a finger over the teeth of the comb over and over again, it is observed that at some 

point one or more teeth of the comb come off. This phenomenon can lead to the breaking 

of the surfaces due to mechanical or thermal causes. The first case is that described above 

in which a repeated repeated load causes high contact stresses. The second case, however, 

is caused by the thermal expansion of the materials involved in the process. To reduce 

this type of wear, therefore, it is good to try to decrease both the contact forces and the 

thermal cycling, that is the frequency with which different temperatures intervene. For 

optimal results it is also good to eliminate, as much as possible, impurities between 

surfaces, local defects and inclusions of foreign materials in the bodies involved. 
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The rubbing wear occurs in systems subject to more or less intense vibrations, which 

cause relative movements between the surfaces in contact with the order of the nanometer 

[28]. These microscopic relative movements cause both adhesive wear, caused by the 

displacement itself, and abrasive wear, caused by the particles produced in the adhesive 

phase, which remain trapped between the surfaces. This type of wear can be accelerated 

by the presence of corrosive substances and the increase in temperature [29]. 

The erosion wear occurs when free particles, which can be either solid or liquid, hit a 

surface, causing abrasion [30]. The mechanisms involved are of various kinds and depend 

on certain parameters, such as the impact angle, the particle size, the impact velocity and 

the material of which the particles are made up. 

Among the factors we find hardness, mutual solubility and crystalline structure 

affecting wear [31]. It has been verified that the harder a material is, the more it decreases. 

In the same way, the less two materials are mutually soluble, the more the wear tends to 

decrease. Finally, as regards the crystalline structure, it is possible to state that some 

structures are more suitable to resist the wear of others, such as a hexagonal structure with 

a compact distribution, which can only deform by slipping along the base planes. 

The high friction coefficient of magnesium alloy limits the application of magnesium 

alloy materials as mechanical parts, and the research on the tribology of related 

magnesium alloys is also insufficient. In order to meet the needs of high performance 

materials in various industries, it is necessary to conduct more in-depth research on 

tribology of magnesium alloys. In particular, the tribological studies on the currently 

expensive alloy materials have found that the friction mechanism of these alloys is a very 

meaningful work. 
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1.3 Application of titanium and stainless steel materials for fuel 

cells and surface modification methods 

1.3.1 Application of titanium and stainless steel for fuel cells 

With the civilization of mankind, present world energy scenario reveals that within the 

next few decades conventional fuel resources will face severe shortage and taking into 

concern environmental pollution by using fossil fuel, fuel cell will be one of the most 

promising power sources [32] for future. Fuel cell generates electricity and heat by 

converting the chemical energy stored in a fuel. Depending upon the fuel used and 

operating conditions, fuel cells are subdivided into various types. Among all the fuel cells, 

proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell is the most promising power sources for 

residential and mobile applications [33]. A recent technical cost analysis indicates that the 

cost of the platinum electrode accounts for about 50% of the PEM fuel cell cost, whereas 

the bipolar plates rank second in cost depending upon the material used and process 

development and leads up to 80% of the total weight [34]. 

The biggest challenge for the development of PEM fuel cell for automotive application 

is the reduction of cost and weight of the bipolar plate. Thus, widespread applications of 

PEM fuel cell rely heavily on both cost and weight reduction of bipolar plate. The main 

purposes [35] of the bipolar plates in PEM fuel cells are: 

1) distribution of reactant gases uniformly over the active areas 

2) collection of electrons, 

3) connection of two adjacent cells, 

4) heat removal from adjacent cells, 

5) preventing leakage of reactant gases and coolant. 
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To achieve this goal the bipolar plate should have the following properties: 

1) should have less porosity with high mechanical strength, 

2) high electronic conductivity and low contact resistance, 

3) high thermal conductivity, 

4) integrated uniform cooling channel, 

5) high corrosion resistance. 

Due to these properties the overall efficiency of the fuel cell depends extensively on 

the performance of the bipolar end plates in the fuel cell stack. Today several types of 

materials are used [36] for the development of bipolar plates. For the development of 

PEMFCs, bipolar plates should have the characteristics such as high anticorrosion 

resistance, high electrical conductivity, lightweight, high mechanical manufacturability, 

high surface tension with water and low cost [37]. The traditional bipolar plate material 

is non-porous graphite due to its high electronic conductivity and good chemical stability 

in PEMFC environments. However, it is fragile to impact. Meanwhile the manufacture 

costs of gas flow channels are increased and the overall volume of the PEMFCs becomes 

bigger [15]. The graphite is not an ideal candidate for commercialization application 

directly. Hence the metallic bipolar plates such as stainless steel is commercially available 

[16]. Compared with graphite, the stainless steels have the advantages of high volumetric 

electrical conductivity, high mechanical strength, low gas permeability, and economic to 

manufacture particularly suitable for portable PEMFCs. However the stainless steel is 

highly vulnerable to corrosive attack in the strong acidic fuel cell environment of the 

electrolyte membrane with the pH value of about 2-3. The interfacial contact resistance 

of stainless steel material should also be considered. The other metals such as titanium 

and aluminum alloys show the better performances in the corrosion resistance and have 
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a higher mechanical strength than the stainless steel but the higher cost. The corrosion 

behavior of the metallic bipolar plate can degrade the fuel cell performance because the 

proton conductivity of the polymeric electrolyte membrane is decreased due to the poison 

of Fe, Cr and Ni ions. 

1.3.2 Surface modification methods for titanium and stainless steel 

Tribological coatings such as titanium nitride are usually deposited by glow- discharge, 

physical vapor deposition (PVD) processes such as activated reactive evaporation, 

cathodic arc sputtering, or magnetron sputtering [38]. In these processes coating reactants 

are transported to, and combined together in a glow-discharge carrier gas plasma. The 

reactions that occur when the reactants are combined in the glow-discharge carrier gas 

are driven primarily by the energetics of the glow-discharge. Therefore the metallurgical, 

morphological, and mechanical properties of the coatings deposited are determined by 

the thermodynamic environment in the glow-discharge. Once submerged in the glow-

discharge the reactants cannot be controlled individually, and optimizing one coating 

feature such as grain size may have to be done at the expense of another feature such as 

density or adhesion. 

The IBED process differs from the PVD process in that the reactants are not first 

reacted in a glow- discharge but are delivered individually directly to the surface to be 

coated as seen in Fig. 1-1. In addition, the energy of reaction is supplied by kinetic energy 

provided to one of the reactants. This provides more control over the reaction process and 

therefore more flexibility in the final morphology of the coating. Sacrificing one coating 

feature in order to optimize another is not necessary, which allows deposition of 

tribological coatings that perform better than the equivalent PVD-deposited coating. The 
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major differences between the IBED and PVD processes are summarized in Table 1. 

Compared with the other coating techniques, the Ion beam enhanced deposition (IBED) 

method has many advantages such as lower compressive stress due to the production of 

a graded interfacial, higher film-substrate adhesion, better surface properties of high-

precision parts and be selective surface modification, which enables a series of beneficial 

surface property modifications without detrimentally affecting the bulk properties. 

 

Fig. 1- 1 Reactant delivery differences: PVD versus IBED. 

 

The IBED process is a line-of-sight deposition process that requires three-dimensional 

components be manipulated to maintain proper angles relative to the reactant flux flows. 

The continuous part motion relative to the reactant fluxes results in deposition of coatings 

having very uniform thickness over the entire treated surface because all surfaces are 

exposed to the reactant fluxes from all angular orientations. The industrial scale IBED 

system currently in operation was designed and specified primarily to deposit tribological 

hardcoatings on precision machined parts and manufacturing tooling. System designs and 

specifications were developed based on a detailed analysis of the needs for tribological 

coatings on tools and components found in a variety of market sectors including the 
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automotive, truck, aircraft, aerospace, medical, and general machinery. 

 

Table 1- 1 IBED and PVD process comparison 

PVD IBED 

Reactant delivery 

Into plasma atmosphere surrounding parts Simultaneous, directly to surface of parts 

Reaction chemistry 

Thermally driven by plasma temperature  Kinetically driven by kinetic energy of ions 

Reaction atmosphere (pressure) 

10-3 Torr with high partial pressures  

of (H2, H2O, O2, CO2) 

10-6 Torr with low partial pressures of (H2, H2O, 

O2, CO2) 

Reaction vessel temperature 

> 400 °C < 93 °C 

Coating morphology 

Crystalline, grains 1-50 micron dimensions Semi-amorphous, grains sub-micron dimensions 

Coating adhesion 

Thermal diffusion driven, interlayer needed Ballistic-alloyed, no interlayer needed 

 

Some research have been investigated to protect the bare metallic bipolar plate from 

the highly acidic environment. Yu Fu et al. [39] prepared the carbon-based films on 

SUS316L substrates using pulsed bias arc ion plating (PBAIP). They found the excellent 

performance such as low interfacial contact resistance, high corrosion resistance and high 

contact angle of the coating with water compared with the bare contact angle of the 

sample with water substrate. The ZrCN film was deposited on titanium alloy using a 
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double glow discharge plasma technique by Jiang Xu et al. [40]. The film has the better 

electrochemical behavior, electrical conductivity, corrosion resistance and surface 

wettability than the uncoated titanium alloy. In addition, the preparation method of C film 

was introduced in the patent by Jiang Xu et al in order to achieve the thicker film and the 

lower electrical conductivity. Compared with the CVD techniques [41] the Ion beam 

enhanced deposition (IBED) method provided coatings with lower compressive stress. 

Depositing DLC films is one of the methods to control corrosion. To overcome these 

drawbacks, depositing a protective coating on the metallic bipolar plate is necessary by 

various surface modification techniques. 

1.4 Performance characteristics of Diamond-Like Carbon films 

1.4.1 DLC films 

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) films are mainly amorphous carbon consisting of a 

network of diamond (sp3)- and graphite (sp2)- bonded carbon atoms as shown in Fig. 1-

2. DLC films exhibit high hardness, low friction, excellent wear resistance, good 

biocompatibility, and optical transparency in the infrared (IR) region [42]. Liu et al. 

deposited a DLC film on metallic substrates using a methane ion-beam method and 

observed that the ultra-low wear rate was due to transfer layer formation of graphite-like 

carbon [43]. Wear-resistant (CrxN, WC/a-C: H, TiC/a-C) and solid lubricant (Ti–MoS2) 

coatings were deposited on machine parts by Mutyala et al., and their tribological 

performance was evaluated; the authors reported that the coatings improved the life in 

both lubricated and unlubricated conditions [44]. Dai et al. re-ported that magnesium 

alloy coated with Cr-incorporated DLC hard films had a low internal stress and excellent 
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friction performance [45]. An increase in the hardness and reduction of the friction force 

were observed in another study in which DLC coatings were deposited on magnesium 

alloys, which led to improvement of the wear resistance [46]. The protection mechanism 

and corrosion behavior of DLC films deposited on AZ31 magnesium alloys were 

investigated by Choi et al. [47]. The drawbacks of poor hardness and wear resistance of 

the magnesium alloys were improved by depositing DLC films on the alloys. Because 

magnesium alloy is very soft relative to the hard DLC film, both precipitation hardening 

of the magnesium alloy and reinforcement of the magnesium alloy with particles have 

been suggested to improve the supporting effect and coating durability [48, 49]. In 

addition, the production of a graded interfacial layer using ion-beam-enhanced deposition 

(IBED) can also reduce the internal stress. The DLC film can be deposited as a protective 

coating on magnesium alloys using physical vapor deposition, chemical vapor deposition, 

and other techniques [50, 51]. The IBED method is a physical thin-film technique that 

achieves a high degree of precision and uniformity via the simultaneous bombardment of 

energetic atomic particles. Relative to chemical and thermal processes, the IBED method 

has many advantages when used to enhance the friction, adhesion, and other surface 

properties of high-precision parts, as it does not require post-coating refinish. Because the 

IBED augmenting ion beam is controlled independently, film properties such as the 

interfacial adhesion, density, grain size, and morphology as well as internal stresses can 

be optimized [52]. The difference between IBED and physical vapor deposition method 

is that the reactants are delivered individually to the surface directly in the IBED process. 

The energy of reaction is supplied by the kinetic energy of ions instead of the plasma 

temperature, which provides more control over the reaction process and more flexibility 

in the film properties. High-energy ions, such as Ar+ or N+, cause the initial few atomic 
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layers of the film material to mix into the surface. Then, an alloyed bond layer is formed 

to pro-mote adhesion of the film. Film–substrate adhesion is achieved without the 

external application of heat, and processing temperatures can be held below 93°C (200°F); 

therefore, no physical dimensions are produced [38]. Accordingly, the primary advantage 

of IBED is selective surface modification, which enables a series of beneficial surface 

property modifications without detrimentally affecting the bulk properties [53]. 

 

 

Fig. 1- 2 Structure of (a)sp hybrid carbon atom; (b) sp2 hybrid carbon atom; (c) sp3 hybrid carbon 

atom; 
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In the last 10 years DLC film have gained special attention due to their properties such 

as low friction coefficient, high chemical stability, high hardness, optical transparency, 

high electrical resistivity and low electron affinity [54, 55]. Thereby they can be used in 

optoelectronic devices, protective films for tribological or chemical applications, 

automotive parts and tools, coatings for dies or molds and biological parts. In this paper, 

the friction property and corrosion property were analyzed.  

An important factor affecting the hardness of the film is the content of the hybrid bond 

sp3 [56]. In general, the higher the content of the hybrid bond sp3, the closer the hardness 

of the film is to diamond [57]. Since the structure and composition of the film obtained 

by different preparation methods are different, the hardness of the film can be adjusted 

within a wide range, and the highest hardness can reach 90 GPa. However, the problem 

of internal stress is also considered. The high hardness of the film is always accompanied 

by a high internal stress, and the excessive internal stress causes the wear resistance of 

the film to be seriously reduced, thereby seriously affecting the mechanical properties of 

the film. At present, researchers use doping N, Si, Cr and other elements in the film to 

perform low-temperature short-time heat treatment or to prepare a gradient film to reduce 

the internal stress of the film. 

Due to its high hardness, low coefficient of friction and good thermal conductivity, the 

DLC film can be used as a wear-resistant coating in the field of tribology [58]. After 

evaluating the various solid materials used in space in 1990, the European Space Center 

Friction Laboratory pointed out that the most important thing in the future is the 

development of thin films as coatings for future spatially lubricated friction surfaces [59]. 

Due to its anti-wear and chemical stability properties, the film is used as a coating for 

future space-lubricated friction surfaces [60] and is suitable for wear-resistant layers of 
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consumable parts such as bearings and gears [61, 62]. The film has good chemical 

stability, prevents acid and alkali and organic solution erosion, and is suitable for chemical 

mechanical parts and coatings of various decorative parts without changing the size of 

mechanical parts. 

Harbin Institute of Technology used plasma immersion ion implantation and deposition 

technology to deposit the film on the aerospace space flywheel bearings [63-65]. The 

results show that the film's stable friction coefficient is only 1/3 of the substrate, and the 

surface friction and wear performance is greatly improved, which is beneficial to extend 

the life expectancy of the space flywheel bearing. In order to solve the problem of high 

wear of cutting tools in the wet environment of wood processing, the oxygen-free and 

anaerobic films were deposited on low-alloy working steel using the PVD method by 

Wolfgand et al [66]. It was found that the oxygen-free film in the humid environment 

showed excellent wear resistance. The IBM Company has developed a micro-drilled film-

coated micro-drill for drilling fine holes in the circuit board [67, 68]. It has been found 

that the drilling speed of the micro-drill increases the service life by a factor of two, and 

the processing cost of the drill is reduced. Some scholars have succeeded in depositing 

films on wearable mechanical components such as automobile engine parts, plates, nails, 

etc. [69, 70], and the friction coefficient is 0.14. 

1.4.2 Problems of DLC films-coated metal substrate 

Magnesium alloys have a problem of poor hardness, abrasion resistance and corrosion 

resistance, which restrict their more extensive application. Therefore, depositing a DLC 

film to modify material surfaces is an effective means to improve these properties to use 

magnesium for more machine parts [71-73]. 
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For the development of PEMFCs [74-77], bipolar plates should have the characteristics 

such as high anticorrosion resistance, high electrical conductivity, lightweight, high 

mechanical manufacturability, high surface tension with water and low cost [78]. The 

traditional bipolar plate material is non-porous graphite [79]. However, it is fragile to 

impact. Meanwhile the manufacture costs of gas flow channels are increased and the 

overall volume of the PEMFCs becomes bigger. The graphite is not an ideal candidate for 

commercialization application directly. Hence the metallic bipolar plates such as stainless 

steel and titanium is commercially available. Compared with graphite, the stainless steels 

have the advantages of high volumetric electrical conductivity, high mechanical strength, 

low gas permeability, and economic to manufacture particularly suitable for portable 

PEMFCs [14, 74]. However the stainless steel is highly vulnerable to corrosive attack in 

the strong acidic fuel cell environment of the electrolyte membrane with the pH value of 

about 2-3 [80]. The interfacial contact resistance of stainless steel material should also be 

considered. The other metals such as titanium and aluminum alloys show the better 

performances in the corrosion resistance and have a higher mechanical strength than the 

stainless steel but the higher cost. The corrosion behavior of the metallic bipolar plate can 

degrade the fuel cell performance because the proton conductivity of the polymeric 

electrolyte membrane is decreased due to the poison of Fe, Cr and Ni ions [81-83]. 

1.5 Thesis objective and structure 

The figure 1-3 shows the overview of the thesis. In this study, different DLC films were 

deposited using IBED by changing the CH4/H2 gas flow rate and accelerating voltage for 

surface modification, and the composition and mechanical properties of the DLC coatings 

were analyzed. The purpose of this study was to improve the surface performance of 
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magnesium alloy AZ31 by enhancing the hardness and wear-resistance capacity of the 

DLC coating. 

 

 

Fig. 1- 3 Overview of the thesis 

 

316L stainless steel and titanium substrates were coated with amorphous hydrogenated 

carbon (a-C:H) films [84] by Ion beam enhanced deposition (IBED) technique. The 

characterizations and corrosion behaviors of the DLC coated stainless steel deposited 

with different gas ratios CH4/H2 and deposition times were investigated and evaluated. 

The chemical bonding structure and composition of the DLC coatings were analyzed. The 

purpose of this study is to evaluate the anti-corrosion properties of the stainless steel and 

titanium substrates. 

The first step is to understand the application of metal substrates, the background and 

significance of Diamond-Like Carbon films.  

Chapter 2 describes the experimental methods and principle.  
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Chapter 3 focuses on surface characteristics and tribological properties of DLC films 

on magnesium alloy. 

Chapter 4 consists of microstructure analysis and corrosion resistance of DLC films-

coated titanium. 

Chapter 5 explains chemical composition and corrosion behavior of DLC films-coated 

stainless steel.  

Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and summarizes the work. 
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Chapter 2 Experimental methods and principle 

2.1 Preparation of DLC films 

2.1.1 Experimental materials and substrate processing 

The substrate material used in this experiment was AZ31 (Mg–3.3%Al–0.6%Zn–

0.28%Mn) magnesium alloy, stainless steel SUS316L (Cr 18 wt.%, Ni 12 wt.%, Mo 1.3 

wt.%, C 0.01 wt.%, balanced Fe) and titanium. The size of the magnesium alloy substrate 

was 15 mm (L) × 15 mm (W) × 3 mm (H). The size of the stainless steel and titanium 

substrate were 100 mm (L) × 100 mm (W) × 0.1 mm (H).All the magnesium alloy samples 

were ground with abrasive paper (400#→600#→800#→1200#). After semi-finishing, 

fine polishing was performed using a polishing cloth and diamond paste. The grinding 

sequence was 9 µm (1800#)→6 µm (3000#)→3 µm (8000#). Then, the magnesium alloy, 

stainless steel and titanium samples were ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol for 10 min to 

remove any contamination from grease before being dried with air. Finally, the samples 

were fixed onto the substrate holder in the ion implantation system chamber, as shown in 

Figure 2-1(a). 
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Fig. 2-1 Schematic diagram of ion implantation system (a) and IBED process (b) 

2.1.2 Deposition of DLC films on different substrates 

The IBED method is a physical thin-film technique that achieves a high degree of 

precision and uniformity via the simultaneous bombardment of energetic atomic particles. 

Relative to chemical and thermal processes, the IBED method has many advantages when 

used to enhance the friction, adhesion, and other surface properties of high-precision parts, 

as it does not require post-coating refinish. Because the IBED augmenting ion beam is 

con-trolled independently, film properties such as the interfacial adhesion, density, grain 

size, and morphology as well as internal stresses can be optimized [1]. The difference 

between IBED and physical vapor deposition method is that the reactants are delivered 

individually to the surface directly in the IBED process. The energy of reaction is sup-

plied by the kinetic energy of ions instead of the plasma temperature, which provides 

more control over the reaction process and more flexibility in the film properties. High-

energy ions, such as Ar+ or N+, cause the initial few atomic layers of the film material to 
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mix into the surface. Then, an alloyed bond layer is formed to promote adhesion of the 

film. Film–substrate adhesion is achieved without the external application of heat, and 

processing temperatures can be held below 93°C (200°F); therefore, no physical 

dimensions are produced [2]. Accordingly, the primary advantage of IBED is selective 

surface modification, which enables a series of beneficial surface property modifications 

without detrimentally affecting the bulk properties [3]. 

Schematic diagrams of the ion implantation system and IBED process are presented in 

Figure 2-1(a) and (b), respectively. In the first stage, the hydrocarbon gas is ionized and 

extracted through a grid by an accelerating voltage. Then the ionized hydrocarbon ions 

are accelerated to form ion beam. The film atoms penetrate the surface of the substrate to 

form the case layer. Upon implantation of the ions, they convey substantial energy to the 

film for substrate heating. The process of substrate heating provides a denser and more 

uniform coating. In addition, the energetic atomic particles interact with film atoms, drive 

them into the substrate, and produce a graded interface to improve the adhesion. In the 

second stage, the film atoms grow out from the graded interface to form the growing DLC 

film by ion-beam bombardment, as illustrated in Figure 1(b). Several reactions, electron-

neutral, ion-neutral and neutral-neutral reactions, are taken place in plasma. These 

different species of positive ions, radicals and other hydrocarbon are generated in these 

reactions. There are several surface processes such as adsorption, desorption, direct 

incorporation of ions, reemission of H, ion-induced incorporation of neutral radicals, 

adsorbed layer reactions, surface etching reactions and sputtering in the species 

deposition of DLC film. The neutral species promote DLC film growth due to the ions 

mass deposition rate [4]. The most species in plasma and these species that contribute 

more to DLC growth are CH5+ and CH3+ ions. The film comprises a fully dense coating 
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and a ballistically bonded zone, ie a permeation layer. In the IBED process, high-energy 

ions mix the initial atom layers of the film material into the surface being coated. It forms 

an alloyed bond layer which improves coating adhesion and allows coatings to be applied 

to virtually any substrate without an intermediate layer. The coating grows from alloyed 

layer and the high-energy ion flux controls the coating’s grain structure, density and 

residual stresses [1, 2]. 

The deposition of the DLC films was performed using IBED with CH4 and H2 sources. 

Before the deposition, the chamber was evacuated to a base pressure of 4×10−4 Pa to 

produce plasma discharge. Then, the CH4 and H2 mixture was injected into the chamber. 

The ratio of CH4/H2 was 99:1，1:99 and 1:1. The chamber pressure changed as the gas 

was injected; therefore, the chamber pressure was fixed at 0.8×10−3 Pa using the pressure 

valve. During the deposition process, the ion beam interacted with the substrate via the 

accelerator, which was generated from the CH4 and H2 mixture. For all the magnesium 

alloy samples, the current and deposition time were fixed at 40 mA and 4 h, respectively. 

Accelerating voltages of 6 and 9 kV and total gas flows of 3, 6, and 9 sccm were applied. 

For the stainless steel and titanium samples, the anode, accelerating voltage, current and 

gas flow was fixed at 40 mA, 10 kV, 2.5 mA and 0.4~0.5 sccm, respectively. Deposition 

time of 6 and 12 hrs were applied. Finally, the DLC coating with high adhesion was 

deposited. All the samples were cooled down inside the chamber after processing. The 

detailed experimental conditions are listed in Table 2-1. 

 

Table 2- 1 Parameters for different processing conditions 

(a) Mg 

Gas ratio (CH4/H2) CH4/H2 = 99:1 CH4/H2 = 1:99 
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Gas flow (sccm) 3  9  6    

Accelerating Voltage (kV) 6 6 6 9 9 9 6 6 6 

 

(b) SUS316L Ti 

Gas ratio (CH4/H2)  1:1 1:1 1:0 1:0 1:1 1:1 1:0 1:0

Time (hrs) 6 12 6 12 6 12 6 12 

2.2 Experimental analysis methods 

2.2.1 Raman analysis 

Schematic presentation of Raman spectroscopy instrument is shown in figure 2-2. 

When excitation light irradiates (green line), Rayleigh scattering (blue line) and Raman 

scattering (red dotted line) are released. Rayleigh scattering is filtered, and pure Raman 

scattering is detected [5]. 

 

 

Fig. 2- 2 Schematic diagram of Raman analysis 
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Raman spectroscopy is mainly used to identify molecular structures and materials. 

Because of its high resolution to various carbon isomers, Raman spectroscopy is widely 

used to identify the structure of diamond, graphite, diamond-like and carbon nanotubes 

[6, 7]. It is a traditional, non-destructive means of analyzing carbon structures. The 

principle of Raman spectroscopy is that photons collide with the extranuclear electrons 

of matter, and use the information obtained by elastic scattering to analyze the structure 

of matter. When a high-frequency v0 monochromatic laser beam hits a substance molecule, 

the frequency of the partially scattered light is different from the frequency of the incident 

light. The energy of the scattered light is h(v0-v1) or h(v0+v1), The lost energy or obtained 

energy hv1 is equivalent to the vibration energy. This effect is called the Raman effect and 

the resulting spectrum is called Raman spectroscopy. hv1 is called Raman shift. The 

Raman spectrum gives the structure of the near surface of the carbon material. In this 

paper the detailed bonding structure of the DLC film was analyzed using Raman 

spectroscopy (NRS-4100) with a laser wavelength of 532.0 nm, spot size of Φ34 µm, and 

laser power of 0.03 mW. 

2.2.2 Micromorphology analysis 

The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is comprised of a cantilever-tip assembly that 

raster scans across the sample surface using a piezoelectric tube controlled by a computer. 

The cantilever tip tapers to a very sharp point, typically less than 10nm radius of curvature 

[8]. The deflection of the cantilever is monitored using an optical detection system in the 

form of a laser that reflects off the back of the cantilever and onto a four quadrant 

photodiode. A feedback loop maintains a constant tip-sample force. This can be done by 

operating in contact mode, where a constant cantilever deflection is maintained, or in 
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intermittent contact mode where the cantilever is oscillated near resonance and constant 

amplitude is maintained. The AFM is also capable of force spectroscopy measurements. 

 

 

Fig. 2- 3 Schematic diagram of AFM analysis 

The surface roughness of the films were observed and analyzed by a SPM-9500J3 

atomic force microscopy (AFM), as shown in Figure 2-3. The Atomic Force Microscope 

uses a force-sensitive probe to detect the interaction between the tip and the sample to 

achieve surface imaging. The tapping mode was used during the test [9, 10]. The micro-

rotor was forced to vibrate near its resonant frequency, and the oscillating tip gently 

tapped the surface, intermittently contacting the sample. Since the interaction between 

the tip and the sample is small, the resolution caused by the shear force and the damage 

to the sample almost disappear. The micromorphology and cross-section of the films were 

observed and analyzed by scanning electron microscope (SEM; HITACHI, TM3000). 

The scanning electron microscope can directly observe the surface quality of the film, 

such as uniformity and flatness. The cross-section used for SEM was milled by focused 
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ion beam (FIB) with a JIB-4500 Multi Beam system. 

 

 

Fig. 2- 4 Schematic diagram of EPMA 

The element compositions of cross-section polished with diamond paste (0.05 µm) 

were determined by an Electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) JXA-8900R. EPMA works 

by bombarding a micro-volume of a sample with a focused electron beam (typical energy 

= 5-30 keV) and collecting the X-ray photons thereby emitted by the various elemental 

species. 

 EPMA is a fully qualitative and quantitative method of non-destructive elemental 

analysis of micron-sized volumes at the surface of materials, with sensitivity at the 

level of ppm. Routine quantification to 1% reproducibility is obtained over several 

days. It is the most precise and accurate micro-analysis technique available and all 

elements from B to U and above can be analyzed.  

 EPMA is fully compatible with routine analysis sessions, with easy and direct 

interpretation of the results. 
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 Determination of thickness and elemental composition from nm to mm thick layers 

in stratified materials is possible.  

EPMA provides much better results than standard SEM/EDS systems. Because of the 

internal properties of WDS, the general sensitivity, analysis of light elements and risks of 

erroneous interpretation of qualitative spectra are all superior with EPMA. Spectral 

resolution and detector dead time are much better than EDS (Energy Dispersive 

Spectroscopy). The excitation beam regulation system and sophisticated sample stage 

capabilities guarantee that this technique provides outstanding stability and measurement 

repeatability. 

The carbon element concentration distribution of DLC film-coated SUS316L were 

determined by EPMA. The sample to be analyzed was bombarded by an electron beam 

which would emit x-rays with wavelengths characteristic to specific elements. Then the 

concentration distribution and diffusivities of elements could be obtained accurately by 

EPMA mapping [11, 12]. 

2.2.3 XPS analysis 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) also known as Electron Spectroscopy for 

Chemical Analysis (ESCA) is the most widely used surface analysis technique because it 

can be applied to a broad range of materials and provides valuable quantitative and 

chemical state information from the surface of the material being studied[13-15]. The 

average depth of analysis for an XPS measurement is approximately 5 nm. PHI XPS 

instruments provide the ability to obtain spectra with a lateral spatial resolution as small 

as 7.5 µm. Spatial distribution information can be obtained by scanning the micro focused 

x-ray beam across the sample surface. Depth distribution information can be obtained by 
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combining XPS measurements with ion milling (sputtering) to characterize thin film 

structures. The information XPS provides about surface layers or thin film structures is 

important for many industrial and research applications where surface or thin film 

composition plays a critical role in performance including: nanomaterials, photovoltaics, 

catalysis, corrosion, adhesion, electronic devices and packaging, magnetic media, display 

technology, surface treatments, and thin film coatings used for numerous applications. 

 

Fig. 2- 5 Schematic diagram of XPS analysis 

 

XPS is typically accomplished by exciting a samples surface with mono-energetic Al 

kα x-rays causing photoelectrons to be emitted from the sample surface. An electron 

energy analyzer is used to measure the energy of the emitted photoelectrons. From the 

binding energy and intensity of a photoelectron peak, the elemental identity, chemical 

state, and quantity of a detected element can be determined. Schematic presentation of 

XPS spectroscopy instrument is shown in figure 2-4. 

Physical Electronics XPS instruments function in a manner analogous to SEM/EDS 

instruments that use a finely focused electron beam to create SEM images for sample 

viewing and point spectra or images for compositional analysis. With the PHI XPS 
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instruments, a finely focused x-ray beam is scanned to create secondary electron images 

for sample viewing and point spectra or images for compositional analysis. The size of 

the x-ray beam can be increased to support the efficient analysis of larger samples with 

homogeneous composition. In contrast to SEM/EDS which has a typical analysis depth 

of 1-3 µm, XPS is a surface analysis technique with a typical analysis depth of less than 

5 nm and is therefore better suited for the compositional analysis of ultra-thin layers and 

thin microscale sample features. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface analysis technique for studying 

the composition of surface elements and the state of ions. The basic principle is to 

irradiate the material with X-ray, so that the inner electrons or valence electrons of the 

material atoms and molecules can be excited to absorb light energy and get away from 

the surface of the object. The composition of the object to be tested can be understood by 

analyzing the photoelectron energy. The main application of XPS is to achieve a defined 

and quantitative analysis of surface elements by measuring the binding energy of 

electrons. XPS analysis can also infer the structure of a compound or the binding state of 

an element (ion) to other surrounding ions theoretically. The advantage of the XPS 

method is that it can reflect the content of various bonds. The disadvantage is that the 

disorder in the film interferes with the measurement accuracy, so the full spectrum needs 

to be analyzed to separate the true spectrum. In this work, the equipment Physical 

Electronics (PHI) Quantum 2000 was used to characterize the composition and chemical 

bonds of the solid surface. The Quantum 2000 is a high performance Scanning ESCA 

Microprobe with a minimum x-ray beam size of less than 10um and uses an Al Kα X-ray 

source with an energy of 1486.68 eV. The accelerating voltage and emission current of 

the X-ray source were kept at 13 kV and 12 mA, respectively. 
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2.2.4 TEM analysis 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is an imaging technique where a beam of 

electrons is transmitted through a specimen, thereby casting an image is formed, 

magnified and directed to appear either on a flurorescent screen or layer of photographic 

film or to be detected by a sensor such as a CCD camera. The first practical transmission 

electron microscope was built by Albert Prebus and James Hillier at the university of 

Toronto in 1938 using concepts developed earlier by Max Knoll and Ernst Ruska. The 

most common use of transmission electron microscopy in nanomaterials is to measure the 

distribution of particle size as well as the morphology of supported or unsupported active 

materials. It is also used to detect the defect structures in case of some electronic materials. 

The specimens for TEM should be very thin so that the electron beam may penetrate 

through the sample and should be able to withstand the high vacuum present inside the 

instrument. Fig. 2-6 shows the schematic of the working of a transmission electron 

microscope [16]. The FIB equipment we used for preparing TEM samples. As an initial 

work of specimen preparation, the sample was cut into a size of 10mm×10mm. After 

thinning the slice thickness to about 30μm, a 1.5mm×1.5mm foil was cut off and glued 

on a Mo grid. Then the sample was further cut by FIB. The sample was milled into stair-

step shape initially and finally it was milled down to a thickness of about 0.1 μm. 

In the TEM results, Diffraction contrast is formed by elastically scattered electrons 

(Incident electrons) that are scattered (deflected from their original path) by atoms in the 

specimen in an elastic fashion (no loss of energy). Samples can exhibit diffraction contrast, 

whereby the electron beam undergoes Bragg’s scattering which in the case of a crystalline 

sample, disperses electrons into discrete locations in the back focal plane. Electrons 

passing through at a similar angle are scattered, these electrons can then be collated using 
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magnetic lenses to form a pattern of spots; each spot corresponds to a specific atomic 

spacing (a plane). This pattern can then yield information about the orientation, atomic 

arrangements and phases present in the area being examined [17, 18]. From the selected 

area diffraction pattern, d-spaces corresponding to the rings could be calculated by the 

following equation:  

Rd=Lλ                              (2-1) 

where R is the distance of any reflections from the center of pattern, d is the interplanar 

spacing, L is the effective camera length, λ is the wave length of the incident beam. 

 

 

Fig. 2- 5 Schematic diagram of TEM analysis 

2.3 Analysis of hardness and tribological behavior 
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In the nanoindentation test [19, 20], the indenter is pushed into the surface of the sample 

producing both elastic and plastic deformation of the material (Fig. 2-7). The first 

difference with macro- or micro-indentation tests is that, in the nanoindentation machines, 

the displacement h and the load L are continuously monitored with high precision, as 

schematically shown in Fig. 2-8. During the nanoindentation process, the indenter will 

penetrate the sample until a predetermined maximum load Lmax is reached, where the 

corresponding penetration depth is hmax. When the indenter is withdrawn from the sample, 

the unloading displacement is also continuously monitored until the zero load is reached 

and a final or residual penetration depth hf is measured. The slope of the upper portion of 

the unloading curve, denoted as S = dL/dh, is called the elastic contact stiffness [21, 22]. 

In nanoindentation, the hardness of the material is defined as H = L/Apml, where Apml is 

the projected area of contact at the maximum load. In this method, the maximum load 

ranges between few l µN and about 200 mN, while penetrations will vary from few nm 

to about few µm [22, 23]. 

 

 

Fig. 2- 6 A Elasto-plastic deformation at the maximum applied load Lmax; b plastic deformation after 

releasing the load 
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Fig. 2- 7 Load–unload during nanoindentation 

2.4 Corrosion performance analysis 

2.4.1 Corrosion test 

The DLC films-coated stainless steel and titanium substrates were corroded by 

potentiostatic polarizations in a 0.5mol/L sulfuric acid solution at 90 ℃, 0.8V for 168 hrs. 

The schematic diagram of corrosion test was showed in Fig. 2-9. The sample was cut to 

a size of 20 × 20 mm2 by a circular saw after the deposition and then sealed with epoxy 

resin and exposed one end with an area of 10 × 10 mm2. The metal ions in sulfuric acid 

corrosion solution were detected by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) atomic emission 

spectroscopy after corrosion experiment. The Schematic diagram of ICP was shown in 

Fig. 2-10. 
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Fig. 2- 8 Schematic diagram of corrosion test 

 

 

Fig. 2- 9 Schematic diagram of ICP analysis 

 

Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES), also referred to 

as inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES), is an analytical 

technique used for the detection of chemical elements [24]. It is a type of emission 

spectroscopy that uses the inductively coupled plasma to produce excited atoms and ions 

that emit electromagnetic radiation at wavelengths characteristic of a particular element. 
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It is a flame technique with a flame temperature in a range from 6000 to 10000 K. The 

intensity of this emission is indicative of the concentration of the element within the 

sample. The ICP-AES is composed of two parts: the ICP and the optical spectrometer. 

The ICP torch consists of 3 concentric quartz glass tubes. The output or "work" coil of 

the radio frequency (RF) generator surrounds part of this quartz torch. Argon gas is 

typically used to create the plasma. Examples of the application of ICP-AES include the 

determination of metals in wine, arsenic in food, and trace elements bound to proteins. 

2.4.2 Corrosion behavior DLC films 

Pitting Corrosion is the localized corrosion of a metal surface confined to a point or 

small area, which takes the form of cavities. Pitting corrosion is one of the most damaging 

forms of corrosion. Pitting factor is the ratio of the depth of the deepest pit resulting from 

corrosion divided by the average penetration as calculated from weight loss. The driving 

power for pitting corrosion is the depassivation of a small area, which becomes anodic 

while an unknown but potentially vast area becomes cathodic, leading to very localised 

galvanic corrosion. The corrosion penetrates the mass of the metal, with a limited 

diffusion of ions. The more conventional explanation for pitting corrosion is that it is an 

autocatalytic process. Metal oxidation results in localised acidity that is maintained by 

the spatial separation of the cathodic and anodic half-reactions, which creates a potential 

gradient and electromigration of aggressive anions into the pit. Fig. 2-11 shows a 

mechanism of localised corrosion developing on metal in a solution containing oxygen. 

In the process, Fe + 2H+ ➔Fe2+ +2e-. 
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Fig. 2- 11 Mechanism of localized corrosion developing on metal in a solution containing oxygen 

 

Fig. 2- 12 Heavily sensitized microstructure 

 

Intergranular corrosion (IGC), also known as intergranular attack (IGA), is a form of 

corrosion where the boundaries of crystallites of the material are more susceptible to 

corrosion than their insides [25, 26]. Sensitization refers to the precipitation of carbides 

at grain boundaries in a stainless steel or alloy, causing the steel or alloy to be susceptible 

to intergranular corrosion or intergranular stress corrosion cracking. Certain alloys when 

exposed to a temperature characterized as a sensitizing temperature become particularly 

susceptible to intergranular corrosion. In a corrosive atmosphere, the grain interfaces of 
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these sensitized alloys become very reactive and intergranular corrosion results. This is 

characterized by a localized attack at and adjacent to grain boundaries with relatively little 

corrosion of the grains themselves. The alloy disintegrates (grains fall out) and/or loses 

its strength. The Fig. 2-12 shows the typical microstructure of a heavily sensitized steel. 

The samples have been polished and etched before taking the photos, and the sensitized 

areas show as wide, dark lines where the etching fluid has caused corrosion. The dark 

lines consist of carbides and corrosion products. 
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Chapter 3 Surface characteristics and tribological 

properties of DLC films on magnesium alloy 

3.1 Chemical bonding structure of DLC films 

Raman spectroscopy is generally used to analyze the detailed bonding structure of DLC 

coatings. Raman spectroscopy has the advantages of being non-destructive and allowing 

easy examination of the low-wavenumber region. 

 

Fig. 3- 1 The typical Raman spectrum fitted by the Gaussian at 6 sccm and 6 kV. 

 

Fig. 3- 2 The G-peak position of DLC coatings deposited at different gas ratio, flow rate and 

accelerating voltage. 
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Fig. 3- 3 The ID/IG of DLC films deposited at different gas ratio, flow rate and accelerating voltage. 

 

In general, the Raman spectra of the DLC films could be fitted by two Gaussian peaks: 

the G-peak (located at approximately 1580 cm−1) and D-peak (located at approximately 

1350 cm−1). The G-peak (graphite) originates from bond stretching of sp2 atoms in both 

aromatic rings and chains, and the D-peak (disorder) originates from the breathing modes 

of sp2 atoms in aromatic rings [1, 2]. The sp2 site consists of two π orbitals and two σ 

orbitals, whereas the sp3 site consists of four σ orbitals. The π state is more polarizable 

than the σ state because of the lower energy of the π state. Therefore, the Raman spectra 

are dominated by the sp2 site, which has a 50–230 times larger Raman cross-section than 

the sp3 site [3]. Fig. 3-1 displays a typical Raman spectrum for the DLC coating deposited 

at 6 sccm/ 6 kV. The spectrum consists of a widely asymmetric Raman scattering band in 

the range of 1000–2000 cm−1, which is a typical characteristics of DLC coatings [4]. 

The intensity ratio of the D-peak to G-peak (ID/IG) and the position of the G-peak were 

used to characterize the DLC films [5, 6]. A shift of the G-peak position to higher 

wavenumbers and an increase of the intensity ratio ID/IG are consistent with an increase 

in the sp2/sp3 ratio [7]. Fig. 3-2 displays the G-peak position of DLC coatings deposited 
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at different gas ratio, flow rate and accelerating voltages. Using of the Gaussian fitting 

method, the ID/IG ratios of the DLC films with different processing conditions were 

presented in Fig. 3-3. The ID/IG ratios increased and the G-peak position shifted toward 

higher wavenumber with increasing accelerating voltage at CH4/H2 ratio of 99:1, and 

ID/IG decreased and the G-peak position shifted toward lower wavenumber with 

increasing gas flow rate at 6 kV. ID/IG decreased and the G-peak position shifted toward 

lower wavenumber when the gas flow rate increased from 3 sccm to 6 sccm at CH4/H2 

ratio of 1:99. The ID/IG and G-peak position were lower for the deposition at CH4/H2=99:1 

than at CH4/H2=1:99. For instance, at CH4/H2 ratio of 99:1, a gas flow rate of 9 sccm and 

accelerating voltages of 6 and 9 kV, the G-peak position was 1534.2 and 1546.2 cm−1 as 

shown in Figure 3. The corresponding ID/IG ratios were 1.25 and 2.21 respectively shown 

on Figure 4. For the accelerating voltage of 6 kV and gas flow rates of 3 and 9 sccm, the 

ID/IG ratios were 2.12 and 1.25, respectively. Thus, the ID/IG ratio of the DLC film 

deposited at 6 kV was lower than that deposited at 9 kV. The ID/IG ratio decreased with 

decreasing CH4/H2 ratio from 99:1 to 1:99, The ID/IG ratio decreased to a minimum value 

of 0.62 at 6 sccm/6 kV. 

Usually, an increase in the G-peak position correspond to an increase in the sp3 content. 

The ID/IG values are related to sp2 clustering and increase as the sp2 fraction increases [5]. 

The G-peak position and ID/IG ratio increase with increasing sp2/sp3 ratio in hydrogenated 

amorphous DLC films [8]. If the sp2 type is predominant, the film will be softer and the 

DLC film structure will be more disordered. The nanostructure is transformed from a 

typical three-dimensional diamond-like crosslinking structure to a two-dimensional 

graphite-like structure. As the fraction of sp3-hybridized C–C bonding increases, the films 

become harder. 
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In this study, a lower acceleration voltage led to higher hardness, which suggests more 

sp3-hybridized C-C bonding. When a DLC coating is deposited at too high of an 

accelerating voltage, the ions may have too much energy. The ions with higher energy 

cause the sp3 bonds to break down into stable sp2 bonds with low-energy states. In 

addition, thermal effects at very high accelerating voltage and ion energies cause 

annealing effects. The generation of thermal energy leads to relaxation and the formation 

of more stable graphite-like sp2 bonds. As the accelerating voltage decreases, the thermal 

annealing is reduced and the sp3-hybridized C–C bonding becomes permanent. The high 

gas flow rate leads to more collisions of ions and species. As a result, the final energy of 

the film-forming ions is lower, which apparently results in a higher amount of sp3 C–C 

bonding. In addition, the surface becomes smoother because of the increased surface 

mobility of the species. The high gas flow rate leads to a high amount of sp3 C–C bonding 

and low ID/IG in the DLC films. There are possible of other effects, such as the CHx group 

ions reacting with dangling C-bonds, orbital hybridization between carbon atoms, and the 

formation of sp3 C–C bonds at the surface of the magnesium alloy. Therefore, the DLC 

films deposited at 6 kV exhibited higher hardness than those deposited at 9 kV. The ID/IG 

ratio is lower for the deposition at CH4/H2=1:99 than at CH4/H2=99:1 because of the 

increase in hydrogen atoms promoting the formation of sp3 C–C bonding. The gas flow 

rate and acceleration voltage play key roles in determining the chemical bond structure. 

It is known that a low gas flow rate enhances dissociation of CH4 because of the resident 

time at the plasma and leads to graphitization of the film structure because of H 

ion/atom/molecule enrichment [9]. 

3.2 Hardness analysis of DLC films 
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The surface hardness of the DLC films was evaluated using nano-indentor (JSPM-

4210). The nano-indentor is especially suitable for measuring the hardness of micro-

volume materials such as thin films, clad layer and materials in MEMS [10]. Table 3-1 

and 3-2 display the hardness of the DLC coatings deposited at different gas ratio, flow 

rates and accelerating voltages. The surface hardness clearly increased with increasing 

gas flow rate at 6 kV. The hardness of the DLC coating was higher for the deposition at 6 

kV than at 9 kV. For an accelerating voltage of 6 kV at CH4/H2=1:99, the hardness 

changed abruptly as the gas flow rate increased from 3 to 9 sccm. The hardness increased 

to a maximum of 4056HV at 6 sccm/6 kV. Generally, the internal stress and surface 

hardness of the DLC coating is related to the sp2/sp3 ratio and amount of H2. The hydrogen 

content is considered to play an important role in determining the bonding structure of C 

atoms by helping to stabilize the sp3-C structure [11]. A low sp2/sp3 ratio implies low 

internal stress and high hardness. Therefore, the hardness results are consistent with the 

ID/IG results presented in Fig. 3-3. The decreasing ID/IG of the DLC coatings deposited at 

low accelerating voltage correlates with an increase in the hardness. At the CH4/H2 ratio 

of 1:99, the DLC coatings exhibited higher hardness than that of 99:1. Because of the 

presence of hydrogen atoms, the local structure of the film is made porous, suppressing 

the sp2-C structure with shorter C-C bond length (~1.42Å), and increasing the sp3-C 

structure with longer C-C bond length (~1.54Å). As the gas flow rate increases, the sp3/sp2 

ratio and film density increase and reach a saturation value [12]. The DLC coatings 

deposited at 6 sccm/6 kV appeared to contain a more diamond-like nanostructure. The 

Vickers hardness of AZ31 magnesium alloy is only 78HV. The hardness of all the AZ31-

coated DLC coatings were much higher than that of the uncoated substrate, indicating 

that the hardness characteristics of magnesium alloy AZ31 were greatly improved by the 
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DLC coatings. 

 

Table 3- 1 Hardness of DLC coatings deposited at 6 kV 

 CH4/H2 = 99:1 CH4/H2 = 1:99 

Accelerating Voltage (kV) 6 6 

Gas flow rate (sccm) 3 6 9 3 6 9 

Hardness (HV) 1011 1036 1044 1320 4056 1334 

 

Table 3- 2 Hardness of DLC coatings deposited at 9 kV 

 CH4/H2 = 99:1 

Accelerating Voltage (kV) 9 

Gas flow rate (sccm) 3 6 9 

Hardness (HV) 1006 806 1018 

 

3.3 Cross-section morphology and thickness analysis of DLC 

films 

SEM images showing the cross-sectional morphology of the (a) AZ31 magnesium 

alloy and DLC films deposited at the CH4/H2 ratio of 1:99 and at (b) 3 sccm/6 kV, (c) 6 

sccm/6 kV, and (d) 9 sccm/6 kV are presented in Figure 3-4. Compared with the surface 

of the uncoated AZ31 magnesium alloy, no obvious cracks or delamination were observed 

for any of the DLC coating surfaces, indicating that the DLC films were successfully de 

posited on the substrates as protective coatings. The DLC film surfaces were uniform 

over a large area. The surface of the magnesium alloy substrate consisted of an oxide film 
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because of the exposure to air, as observed in Figure 3-4(a). The oxidized layer was 

removed before deposition of the DLC film. The average thickness of the DLC film was 

approximately 0.284 and 1.145 µm, respectively, at 3sccm/6 kV and 9sccm/6 kV shown 

on Figure 3-4(a) and (d). The thickness of the DLC layer was approximately 1.034 µm at 

6 sccm/6 kV shown on Figure 3-4(c). No delamination was observed between the DLC 

coatings and magnesium alloy, indicating good adhesion. The DLC coating deposited at 

6 sccm/6 kV was denser than that of others. 

The adhesion of thin films can be evaluated using Rockwell hardness tests using a 

quantifiable method. Adhesion criteria was developed by the Union of German Engineers 

(Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, VDI). A load of 150kg was applied to cause film damage 

at the perimeter of the indentation in this paper. Figure 3-5 shows Rockwell indentation 

craters for DLC coatings deposited (a) at 3 sccm/6 kV; (b) at 9 sccm/6 kV; (c) at 3 sccm/9 

kV. The SEM image illustrated that there were little radial cracks and little flaking areas 

near the boundary of indentation craters shown on Figure 3-5(b). Compared to typical 

classification map of adhesion strength quality (HF1-HF6) [13, 14], DLC films deposited 

at 9 sccm/6 kV represent HF2 type which indicating the acceptable adhesion between 

DLC film and magnesium alloy. This may indicate that the harder DLC film is easier to 

crack and scale when mechanical strain was applied because of tensile residual stresses. 

The little cracks were found on DLC film deposited at 3 sccm/6 kV near the boundary of 

indentation craters. It may be due to the low film thickness. The adhesion strength is 

related to HF1-HF2 which indicating the good interfacial adhesion. The DLC film had 

the least cracks deposited at 3 sccm/9 kV indicating the best adhesion strength quality 

shown on Figure 3-5(c). 
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Fig. 3- 4 Cross-section SEM images at a titled angle of 38° from the vertical position of the electron 

beam to the sample cross-section. (a) AZ31 magnesium alloy substrate, DLC films deposited at the 

CH4/H2 ratio of 1:99 and at (b) 3 sccm/6 kV; (c) 6 sccm/6 kV; (d) 9 sccm/6 kV. 
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Fig. 3- 5  Rockwell indentation craters for DLC coatings deposited at the CH4/H2 ratio of 1:99 and 

at (a) 3 sccm/6 kV; (b) 9 sccm/6 kV; (c) 3 sccm/9 kV. 

3.4 Tribological properties of DLC films 

DLC films are characterized by low friction property and high abrasion resistance. The 

friction behaviors of the uncoated and DLC-coated AZ31 magnesium alloys were 

examined using a reciprocating probe and wear tester. Generally, both line contact and 

surface contact probes are available for friction and wear experiments. Line contact 

between the probe and sample is mainly suitable for observing the deformation of the 

friction surface in a friction experiment, whereas surface contact is suitable for observing 

the generation of wear tracks in a wear experiment [15]. In this study, SUS304 was 

selected as the probe material because of its high hardness and good oxidation resistance. 

The outer diameter of the reciprocating probe was 4 mm, and the nose part of the probe 

had an angle of approximately 100° because it is least susceptible to deformation at this 

angle. 
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Fig. 3- 6  Schematic diagram of friction test. 

 

A schematic diagram of the friction test is presented in Figure 3-6. The probe 

reciprocated at a constant sliding distance on the surface of the specimen under the 

loading force. The friction process and friction surface were monitored using an in situ 

microscopy system. In addition, the AE signals were converted into friction forces using 

computer software. The load, sliding speed, sliding distance, and repeated time were 1 N, 

20 mm/s, 2 mm, and 300 s, respectively. The evaluation of the friction force is a key factor 

to illustrate the mechanism of friction and wear. Figure 3-7 shows that the friction force 

varied with time for the uncoated magnesium alloy substrate and DLC coatings deposited 

at different flow rates and accelerating voltages after the friction test. The friction force 

was highest in the first cycle because of the run-in process. The curve of the frictional 

force fluctuated because of the appearance of wear particles during the friction process. 

The friction force of the uncoated magnesium alloy substrate was significantly higher 

than that of the magnesium alloy substrates with DLC films. During the friction process, 

the friction force on the uncoated magnesium alloy clearly changed and increased to a 

maximum of 0.28 N, as observed in Figure 3-7(a). The average friction coefficient of the 
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uncoated magnesium alloy AZ31 was approximately 0.23 in the stable stage. The 

fluctuation of the frictional force curve of the uncoated magnesium alloy AZ31 is due to 

the high roughness of the surface and larger wear tracks, which may be caused by 

softening of the magnesium substrate. The friction force of the DLC coating deposited on 

the magnesium alloy was stable under the same testing conditions. Compared with the 

uncoated AZ31 magnesium alloy, the DLC films had lowest average friction forces of 

approximately 0.11 N at 9 sccm/6 kV because of higher sp2/sp3 ratio indicating the 

graphitization of the DLC film. The higher friction force could be related to the reduction 

in sp2/sp3 ratio in the DLC films deposited at 3 sccm/6 kV and 6 sccm/6 kV. The increase 

of the friction force in the first cycle was mainly caused by the RMS roughness, elastic 

deformation from both the tip and surface morphology, and intrinsic error of the apparatus 

[16]. They contributed in different ways to the coefficient of friction. The sudden increase 

in friction force may be due to a lower film density and a thinner film as observed in 

Figure 3-7(b). The fluctuations were caused by cracking of the DLC coatings under 

applied loading. The cracks moved and were detected on the surface especially on 

uncoated AZ31 magnesium alloy surface. During friction testing, some substances were 

observed to be transferred from the DLC coating to the probe. The transfer layer served 

as lubrication consisting of a graphite-like structure [17, 18]. Aboua et al. [19]concluded 

that the steel counterpart that can be diffused by carbon and bonded with the molecular 

transformations leads to the low friction force of DLC coating.  
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Fig. 3- 7  Friction force varies with time of (a) naked magnesium alloy substrate; DLC films 

deposited at the CH4/H2 ratio of 1:99 and at (b) 3 sccm/6 kV; (c) 6 sccm/6 kV; (d) 9 sccm/6 kV. 

 

In Figure 3-8, images of the wear morphology and wear traces of the uncoated 

magnesium alloy substrate (a) and (e), and DLC films deposited on magnesium alloy at 

3 sccm/6 kV (b) and (f), 9 sccm/6 kV (c) and (g), and 3 sccm/9 kV (d) and (h) with CH4/H2 

ratio of 1:99 are presented. The numbers of cracks and grooves parallel to the sliding 

direction could be determined from the wear morphology images of the uncoated AZ31 

magnesium alloy surface. The wear traces are deep and broad in Figure 3-8 (a) and (e), 

indicating the low hardness. The volume of the wear trace was 2038 µm3. The grinding 

tracks on the DLC coatings were much narrower and shallower than those on the uncoated 

AZ31 magnesium alloy. Surface profiles of the wear tracks of the uncoated magnesium 

alloy substrate and DLC films deposited on the magnesium alloy under different 

conditions are presented in Figure 3-9. It is necessary to calculate wear volume to evaluate 
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the wear extent. The wear volume of the wear track was 819 µm3 at 9 sccm/6 kV. For the 

gas flow rates of 3 and 6 sccm, the wear track volumes were 698 and 631 µm3, 

respectively. The wear volumes are consistent with the hardness, which can protect the 

surface from wear. Once cracks appeared on the DLC films, spallation more easily spread 

along the surface. Less abrasive debris or spike particles were observed in the wear 

morphology images of the DLC coatings than in that of the uncoated magnesium alloy. 

The wear morphology images correspond well to the hardness of the DLC films deposited 

at different gas flow rates and accelerating voltages. The hardness is consistent with the 

ID/IG values in Figure 3-3. The lowest ID/IG and highest hardness values of the DLC film 

deposited at 6 sccm/6 kV corresponded with the least debris at both sides and ends of the 

grinding cracks in Figure 3-8(c) and (g). The good wear resistance may originate from 

the combined protection of the smooth surface morphology and high hardness of the DLC 

films. The DLC coating also exhibited excellent adhesion to the uncoated AZ31 

magnesium alloy, with no gaps observed during or after the friction testing. These 

findings indicate that the DLC coatings improve the friction characteristics of AZ31 

magnesium alloy. 
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Fig. 3- 8  Images of wear morphology and wear traces of uncoated magnesium alloy substrate (a) 

and (e), and DLC films deposited on magnesium alloy at 3 sccm/6 kV (b) and (f); 6 sccm/6 kV (c) 

and (g); 9 sccm/6 kV (d) and (h) with the CH4/H2 ratio of 1:99. 
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Fig. 3- 9 Surface profiles of wear tracks of uncoated magnesium alloy substrate and DLC films 

deposited on the magnesium alloy at different conditions for CH4/H2 ratio of 1:99. 

3.5 Summary 

The different DLC coatings were successfully deposited on AZ31 magnesium alloy as 

hard protective coatings using the IBED method by changing the gas flow rate and 

accelerating voltage. The composition and friction characteristics of the DLC coatings 

were analyzed to improve the surface performance of magnesium alloy AZ31, and the 

following observations were made: 

(1) The DLC coatings had a lower ID/IG, higher hardness as the accelerating voltage 

decreased from 9 to 6 kV at the CH4/H2 ratio of 99:1, and at 6 kV the hardness increased 

with increasing the gas flow rate from 3 to 9 sccm. The ID/IG ratio decreased and the 

hardness increased with decreasing CH4/H2 ratio from 99:1 to 1:99. 

(2) No voids or pinholes were observed and the adhesion strength quality were 

acceptable in the SEM analysis of the DLC films for the CH4/H2 ratio of 1:99. The ID/IG 

value decreased, the wear track area decreased, and the hardness increased upon 

increasing the gas flow rate from 3 to 6 sccm at 6 kV; in addition, less debris was observed 
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in the wear morphology images of the DLC coatings. The ID/IG decreased to a minimum 

of 0.62, the hardness increased to a maximum of 4056 HV and the track wear volume 

decreased to 631 µm3. The friction force decreased to 0.12 N for the DLC coating 

deposited at 6 sccm/6 kV. The surface performance of AZ31 magnesium alloy was 

significantly improved with the deposition of the DLC films at different flow rates and 

accelerating voltages by enhancing the hardness and friction properties. Future work will 

involve improving the precipitation hardening of magnesium alloy to improve the 

supporting effect of the substrate and coating durability.  

(3) The ID/IG ratio, sp3 bond fraction, and hardness increased with increasing gas 

flow rate from 3 to 6 sccm at a low accelerating voltage. Orbital hybridization between 

carbon atoms and sp3 C–C bonds was formed on the surface of the magnesium alloy. The 

ions with higher energy caused the sp3 bond to break down into the stable sp2 bond as the 

accelerating voltage decreased, resulting in a low ID/IG, high fraction of sp3 carbon, and 

high hardness in the DLC films. 

(4) An increase of the gas flow rate led to reduction of friction force because the 

increasing number of CHx group ions generated with CH4, which formed sp3 and sp2 

hybridizations, reduced the number of C-dangling bonds on the surface. A low gas flow 

rate enhances dissociation of CH4 due to the resident time at the plasma and leads to 

graphitization of the film structure because of H ion/atom/molecule enrichment. 
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Chapter 4 Microstructure analysis and corrosion 

resistance of DLC films-coated titanium 

4.1 Surface and cross-section morphology of DLC films 

deposited on titanium 

4.1.1 Surface morphology and roughness 

The surface morphology of the DLC films were observed using a scanning electron 

microscope (SEM). The surface morphology images of titanium (a); and the DLC films 

deposited at (b) gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (c) gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (d) gas 

ratios CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs; (e) gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs are presented in Fig. 4-1. The 

DLC films are observed to be dense and composed of spherical particles with diameters 

of 0.2~1.6 µm on the entire titanium surface. The surface morphologies of DLC films 

deposited at CH4/H2=1:0 show a smoother surface and a smaller granules than that of 

DLC films at CH4/H2=1:1. Thus the high CH4 ratio is beneficial for the smooth surface 

morphology with almost no pinholes. Therefore the DLC films can be used to protect 

titanium substrate from the acidic corrosion solution. The high CH4 ratio and long 

processing time are more beneficial for the denser deposition of DLC films. 
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Fig.4- 1 SEM image of titanium substrate (a); and the DLC film deposited at gas ratios CH4/H2 

=1:1, 6hrs (b); gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs (c); gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs (d); gas ratios 

CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs (e). 

 

Fig. 4-2 presents the AFM images and average roughness values of random (2µm×2µm) 

areas of DLC films-coated titanium. From the figures, it can be seen that the undulating 

hills with a height of about 126.26 nm, 68.48 nm, 91.75 nm and 66.03 nm appear on the 

surface of bare and DLC films respectively. The average roughness values Ra of DLC 

films at CH4/H2=1:0 are 7.38nm and 5.76nm, which are lower than that of DLC films at 

CH4/H2=1:1, 8.98nm and 6.95nm. The undulating hills became more flattened with 

increasing CH4 ratio which has the higher sp3 content. An increase in the H2 ratio led to 

an increase in the surface roughness. These changes may be caused by the etching effect 

[1]. Liang et al. [2] suggested that hydrogen etching was a variable affecting the surface 
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roughness. During the deposition process, the titanium surface was destroyed. In addition, 

the incident CHx group ions can chemically react on the titanium surface, forming sp3 and 

sp2 hybridizations. An abundance of sp3 and sp2 carbon leads to the growth of CHx groups 

on the titanium surface. However, for growth of the CHx group on the surface, the H 

ions/atoms/molecules promoted sp3 hybridization. As a result, the competition between 

CHx group ions and H groups as well as the etching and growth effects on the titanium 

surface must be considered. Many dangling C-bonds were observed on the surface 

because of the small amounts of H ions/atoms/molecules in the ion beam. The dangling 

C-bonds on the surface could not be completely saturated, leading to the growth of 

incident CHx groups on the titanium surface. Therefore, the growth effect dominates the 

deposition process as the CH4 ratio increases, which leads to a smoother surface. The 

results are consistent with the surface SEM images. 
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Fig.4- 2 AFM images of DLC films dposited on titanium at (a) gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (b) 

gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (c) gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs; (d) gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:0, 

12hrs. 

4.1.2 Cross-sectional morphology and thickness 

The cross-section morphology of the DLC films were observed using a scanning 

electron microscope. The cross-section morphology images of titanium (a) and the DLC 

films deposited at (b) CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (c) CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs; 

(e) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs are presented in Fig. 4-3. The DLC films are compact and dense 

covering the entire titanium surface. The thickness of the fully dense coating cannot be 

clearly defined because of the permeation layer. The DLC layer has a maximum thickness 

of about 1281nm from the Fig. 4-3(d). The average thickness of the DLC film-coated 

stainless steel is about 533.7nm, 581.7nm and 693.9nm respectively from the Fig. 4-3(a), 

(b) and (c). The thickness of the fully dense DLC films increases significantly with the 

deposition time. The DLC film with larger density is considered to better prevent the 

titanium substrate from direct corrosion. With the increase of time, the high-energy ion 

beams continuously bombard the growing film. So the coating atoms are penetrated into 

the substrate with more energy, which increases the thickness of the fully dense coating 
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and the permeation layer [3-4]. All the DLC films on the surface are very dense, and no 

gaps were found between the DLC coating and substrates, indicating the good adhesion. 

 

  

  

Fig.4- 3  Cross-section SEM image of the DLC films deposited at (a) CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (b) CH4/H2 

=1:1, 12hrs; (c) CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs. 

 

Table 4- 1 Thickness of DLC films-coated titanium deposited at different conditions 

 
CH4/H2 =1:1 

6h 

CH4/H2 =1:1 

12h 

CH4/H2 =1:0 

6h 

CH4/H2 =1:0 

12h 

Thickness(µm) 0.5337 0.5871 0.6939 1.2810 

 

The carbon element concentration distribution and cross-section morphology of DLC 

films-coated titanium are determined by EPMA. The sample to be analyzed is bombarded 
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by an electron beam which would emit x-rays with wavelengths characteristic to specific 

elements. Then the concentration distribution and diffusivities of elements can be 

obtained accurately by EPMA mapping [5-7]. The average thickness of the carbon 

permeation layer is about 3 µm, 4µm, 4µm and 12 µm respectively from the Figure 4-4 

b, d, f, h. The carbon concentration of DLC film deposited at CH4/H2=1:0 is higher than 

that of CH4/H2=1:1. As the increase of deposition time, the penetration depth becomes 

thicker because of the increase in high-energy ion beam at the deposition time of 12 h.  
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Fig.4- 4  EPMA mappings of carbon element and line scans of carbon intensity of DLC film cross-

section deposited at (a) and (b) CH4/H2 = 1:1, 6 h; (c) and (d) CH4/H2 = 1:1, 12 h; (e) and (f) CH4/H2 

= 1:0, 6 h; (g) and (h) CH4/H2 = 1:0, 12 h. 

4.2 Chemical composition and microstructure analysis of DLC 

films deposited on titanium 

4.2.1 Raman spectroscopy of DLC films on titanium 

The Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive and routine method for characterizing 

the bonding structure of carbon films. The Raman spectra of DLC films had this feature 

which has been shown previously [8]. The wide peak of DLC film is created by 

overlapping two peaks, G (graphite) peak and D (disorder) peak. The G peak is resulted 

from stretching mode of all pairs of sp2 sites (both olefinic and aromatic), while the D 

peak results from breathing mode of all pairs of sp2 sites that are only located in aromatic 

rings [9]. The bonding state of a-C: H DLC coating was evaluated by three key Raman 

parameters: the intensity ratio of D-peak and G-peak (ID/IG), the full width at half 

maximum of G-peak (FWHM) and the position of G-peak. The Raman spectra of DLC 

films deposited at different conditions are shown in Fig. 4-5. The D-peak and G-peak 

were identified at approximately 1360 cm-1 and 1560 cm-1 corresponding to disordered 
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band (arising from bond stretching of sp2 atoms in rings and chains) and the graphite band 

(arising from breathing modes of sp2 atoms in rings), respectively. The ID/IG and G-peak 

position are considered to have a linear relationship with the graphite crystallite size [10]. 

FWHM (G) is mainly sensitive to structure disorder which originating from bond angle 

and bond length. The rise in FWHM (G) demonstrates an increase in the angle and length 

distortion of the sp2-C bond. For a-C:H films with sp3 content (>20%), a shift of the G-

peak position to higher wavenumbers is consistent with an increase sp3 ratio [11]. A 

higher FWHM (G) and smaller ID/IG lead to a higher film density [12]. The reason for 

shifting the G peak position from a low wavenumber to a higher wavenumber is the 

presence of compressive stress in the DLC-coated titanium. The ID/IG ratio decreased, G-

peak position shifted toward higher wavenumber and the FWHM (G) increased with 

increasing CH4 ratio and deposition time as shown in Table 4-2, indicating the increasing 

sp3 C-C bonds fraction and film density. The detailed Raman features are listed in Table 

4-2. 

 

Fig.4- 5 Typical Raman spectrum of DLC films deposited on titanium at different conditions. 
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Table 4- 2 ID/IG ratio, G-peak position and FWHM (G) of DLC films deposited on titanium at 

different conditions 

Ti 

CH4/H2 =1:1 

6h 

CH4/H2 =1:1 

12h 

CH4/H2 =1:0 

6h 

CH4/H2 =1:0 

12h 

ID/IG 0.877 0.853 0.835 0.827 

G-peak(cm-1) 1556.59 1557.96 1560.55 1565.77 

FWHM(G )(cm-1) 133.81 134.23 135.31 138.68 

 

4.2.2 TEM analysis of DLC films on titanium 

In order to study the microstructure of the DLC film further, the equipment of 

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) HF-3300 was applied. Before the experiment 

of TEM, the sample for investigation was prepared. At first, the thickness of the sample 

was about 0.1 mm, then the sample was processed to about 0.1μm by fine finishing with 

the application of Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscopes (FIB-SEM). The 

SEM image was shown in Fig.4-6. It can be seen that the width of the substrate section 

decreased gradually with the increasing number of processes. Actually, the width was 20 

μm in the fist process, and 6μm in the last process. 
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Fig.4- 6 SEM image of the DLC film deposited on titanium after FIB process. 

 

Fig.4- 7  Schematic diagram TEM images of the DLC film deposited on titanium at CH4/H2 

=1:0,12h 

The schematic diagram and TEM images of DLC film deposited on titanium at CH4/H2 

=1:0,12h were shown in figure 4-7. The selected area electron diffraction pattern (SAED) 

of amorphous DLC film and nano-crystals were also shown in figure 4-7. TEM 

characterization of pure DLC layer confirmed the amorphous phase microstructure as 
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shown in figure 4-7 A section, which is in good agreement with previous studies [13-14]. 

Figure 4-7 B and C sections shown the high-resolution TEM micrographs, taken with the 

TiC rings. A small amount of TiC nanocrystalline phase was surrounded by an amorphous 

matrix from Figure 4-7 section B. Then the nano-crystal area became larger from Figure 

4-7 section C. It indicates the penetration process of DLC atoms in the titanium substrate. 

The interplanar spacing can be identified according to the results of calculation based on 

the diffraction images. The d values calculated from the diffraction pattern using the 

formula 

                              λL= rd                               (4-1) 

where r is the radius of the diffraction ring, λ is the wavelength of the electron beam and 

L is the distance of the photo graphic plate from the sample, (The product λL=A, called 

the camera constant). Polycrystalline rings indexable to the (111), (220) and (222) 

reflections of cubic TiC are present in the figure. The average cubic TiC lattice constants 

obtained from electron diffraction pattern is 2.50 A, which agrees well with the value 

obtained from TEM images. The absence of other crystalline diffraction signatures in 

figure 4-7 suggests that only the cubic form of TiC is present in the DLC film and that 

the hydrocarbon matrix is amorphous [15]. 

4.2.3 XPS analysis of DLC films on titanium 

The bonding structure of DLC films deposited on titanium at different conditions were 

evaluated by XPS spectroscopy. In order to give a trustful result, the metallic oxide 

contaminations from the environment was removed by Ar+ bombardment [16]. After 

removing the contaminations, C1s and Ti 2p XPS spectrum scan of DLC films deposited 

on the titanium are shown in the Figure 4-8 and 4-9. It can be seen that the main bond on 
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the surface of the DLC film are C-C, Ti-C and O-C=O, and their binding energies are 

about 285.1 eV, 282+-0.1 eV and 289.1 eV, respectively [17]. The oxygen percentage of 

DLC films deposited at CH4 = 1:1, 6 h; CH4/H2 = 1:1, 12 h; CH4/H2 = 1:0, 6 h and CH4/H2 

= 1:0, 12 h is about 35.1%, 31.8%, 31.7% and 23.3% respectively, indicating a gradual 

decrease with the deposition time. It is known that DLC coatings with less C=O and C–

O bonds suggesting a denser coating [18]. The results are in accordance with the EPMA 

analysis and Raman analysis. 

 

Fig.4- 8 XPS spectra for Ti 2p of DLC films deposited on titanium at (a) CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (b) 

CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (c) CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs. 
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Fig.4- 9 XPS spectra for Ti 2p of DLC films deposited on titanium at (a) CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (b) 

CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (c) CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs. 

4.3 Interfacial Contact Resistance of DLC films deposited on 

titanium 

The high conductivity of metallic bipolar plates play a vital role in improving the output 

power efficiency of PEMFC. Therefore the ICR was obtained by subtracting the 

resistance of the substrate from the resistance of a-C:H film-coated titanium [19]. The 

ICR of substrate and DLC films at 150 N/cm2 are listed in Table 4-3. The DLC film 

deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:1, 6 h showed lowest resistance of 7 mΩ·cm2 which is lower 

than the Department of Energy’s (DOE) target (2020) of 10 mΩ·cm2 [20]. The ICR 

increases as the CH4 ratio increases to 100% because the good conductive performance 
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depends on high content of sp2-C bonds. The ICR results are consistent with Raman 

spectroscopy [21]. 

 

Table 4- 3 ICR of DLC-coated titanium 

 
Ti  

substrate 

CH4/H2 =1:1 

6h 

CH4/H2 =1:1 

12h 

CH4/H2 =1:0 

6h 

CH4/H2 =1:0 

12h 

ICR (mΩ·cm²) 5 7 17.3 16.5 22.4 

 

4.4 Corrosion resistance of DLC films-coated titanium 

4.4.1 Surface characteristics of DLC films-coated titanium after corrosion 

The surface morphology images of titanium (a); and the DLC films deposited at (b) 

CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (c) CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs; (e) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs 

after corrosion test are presented in Fig. 4-10. It can be observed that bare substrate was 

destroyed and some cracks appear on the surface. The area of localized corrosion becomes 

larger as CH4/H2=1:0 decreases to CH4/H2=1:1. In the corrosion test of high temperature 

acidic solution of 168 hours, a small amount of corrosion solution penetrates into the film 

and contacts with titanium substrate, resulting in pitting corrosion. In addition, the local 

region is suffered from accelerated corrosion rate due to the pitting. 
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Fig.4- 10  SEM images of titanium substrate (a); and the DLC film deposited at gas ratios CH4/H2 

=1:1, 6hrs (b); gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs (c); gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs (d); gas ratios CH4/H2 

=1:0, 12hrs (e). 

 

The Raman spectrum of DLC films with different deposition conditions after 

potentiostatic corrosion test are presented in Figure 4-11. Compared to Raman results 
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before corrosion, the G-peak position shifted toward higher wavenumber while the sp3 C-

C fraction increased. It is probably due to a small amount of the film peeling off from the 

sample surface. The Raman spectra results reveal that the anti-corrosion behavior of DLC 

films deposited at 12 h with smoother curves is better than that of DLC films deposited 

at 6 h. In addition, the peak intensity of DLC films is stronger at the condition of 

CH4/H2=1:0. 

 

 

Fig.4- 11 Typical Raman spectrum of DLC films deposited on titanium at (a) CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (b) 

CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (c) CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs. 

4.4.2 Effect of DLC films on metal ions dissolution  

Metal ions concentration in corrosion solution are important for evaluating the 
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corrosive resistance of bipolar plate. Concentrations of the metal ions in the solutions 

after corrosion test were analyzed by an Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) Emission 

Spectroscopy (ICPS-7000 Sequential Plasma Spectrometer, SHIMADZU Corporation). 

The results of the bare and DLC films-coated titanium are summarized in Table 4-4. 

Contrary to the uncoated titanium (about 0.58 ppm), the metal ions dissolved in the liquid 

has a significant reduction (0.34~0.49 ppm), indicating that the DLC films play an 

important role on protecting the substrate. There are hydrogen ions in the corrosive 

solution, forming a strong corrosion layer and accelerating the corrosion rate [22]. 

Titanium ions concentration of DLC films-coated titanium deposited at CH4 100%, 12h 

(about 0.34 ppm) is obviously lower than that of others. The higher density of DLC films 

with gas CH4 100% prevents the acidic solution from reacting with titanium substrate. 

The smoother surface of DLC films-coated titanium has the higher anti-corrosion 

resistance because of the smaller contact area. The higher oxygen content of DLC film 

deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:1 also accelerates corrosion rate in an acidic solution. The result 

is consistent with the SEM and AFM analysis. 

 

Table 4- 4 Metal ions concentration for the bare and DLC films after 168 h corrosion. (ppm) 

 Ti 

CH4/H2 =1:1, 

6h 

CH4/H2 =1:1, 

12h 

CH4/H2 =1:0, 

6h 

CH4/H2 =1:0, 

12h 

Ti (ppm) 0.58 0.49 0.43 0.37 0.34 

 

4.4.3 Electrochemical behaviors of DLC films deposited on titanium 

The electrochemical behaviors of all samples were analyzed in 0.5 M sulfuric acid 
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solution at 90 °C by conventional three-electrode system. The DLC-coated titanium 

sample was acted as working electrode respectively, a platinum sheet as counter electrode, 

and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference electrode [23].The sample was 

cut to a size of 20 × 20 mm2 by a circular saw after the deposition and then sealed with 

epoxy resin and exposed one end with an area of 10 × 10 mm2. The polarization curves 

of titanium and DLC films-coated titanium in 0.5 mol/L sulfuric acid solution purged with 

air at 90 °C are shown in Figure 4-12. The high active peak of titanium could be viewed 

because of the active dissolution and the oxidation. In comparison with the bare, the DLC 

films-coated titanium exhibit a more noble corrosion potential and more stable passive 

region in simulated cathode condition. Corrosion potential reaches a maximum of about 

0.15 V at the condition of CH4/H2= 1:0, 12 h, which is significantly greater than the bare 

of about −0.34 V. The higher corrosion potential usually implies the better corrosion 

resistance because of the higher electrochemical stability [24]. At the cathode potential 

of around 0.6 V under the fuel cell operating condition, the corrosion current density of 

the bare is about 1.8 µA/cm2. As for the DLC films-coated titanium, the corrosion current 

density is reduced to a minimum of 0.23 µA/cm2 at CH4/H2 = 1:0, 12 h. All the corrosion 

current density of DLC films meet the DOE’s 2020 target of 1 µA/cm2 (0.5 mol/L H2SO4 

solution with 5 ppm HF, 70 °C) [25]. A smaller current density means a lower corrosion 

rate. All the DLC films-coated titanium exhibit the similar electrochemical behaviors. 

The DLC films on the surface could protect titanium from contacting sulfuric acid 

solution, so as to avoid corrosion. The DLC films deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:0 and longer 

deposition time of 12 h have the better electrochemical behavior and higher corrosion 

resistance due to the intrinsic microstructure properties from the surface morphology, 

which are in accordance with the ICP results. The polarization behavior under the anode 
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condition was not examined because the corrosion behavior of anode condition would be 

weak [26]. 

 

Fig.4- 12  Potentiodynamic behaviors of uncoated titanium and various DLC films-coated titanium 

in 0.5 mol/L H2SO4 at 90 °C. 

4.5 Summary 

The dense and uniform DLC films as protective film were successfully deposited on 

titanium substrates using IBED technique by changing the gas ratio CH4/H2 and 

deposition time. Compared with the other coating techniques, the IBED method has many 

advantages such as lower compressive stress due to the production of a graded interfacial, 

higher film-substrate adhesion and better surface properties of high-precision parts, which 

enables a series of beneficial surface property modifications without detrimentally 

affecting the bulk properties. The microstructure properties of the films were evaluated 

taking into account for different deposition conditions. No voids or pinholes were 

observed obviously in the SEM analysis of all the DLC films. The pinhole could be 
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regarded as passageway for the corrosion liquid. Then the corrosion liquid can penetrate 

through the passageway and corrode the interface which results in the metal ion release 

even causes coating delamination.  

The roughness and ID/IG ratio are lower at CH4/H2=1:0, while the Ra and sp3 bond 

fraction decrease with increasing deposition time from 6h to 12h. An increase in the H2 

ratio led to an increase in the surface roughness may be caused by the hydrogen etching 

effect. The ICR increases as the CH4 ratio increases because the good conductive 

performance depends on high content of sp2-C bonds. The DLC with low sp3 fraction 

ordinarily has low internal stress. Although high values of compressive stress should be 

avoid in coating preparation, nevertheless, it is also found that a moderate compressive 

stress could be helpful in the corrosion inhibition process. In particular, propagation of 

delamination through the coating layer can be suppressed by compressive residual stress, 

which causes the shrinkage of open corrosion path in the coatings. Meanwhile the 

nanocrystalline TiC phase is observed from penetration layer of DLC films-coated 

titanium which has the strong and stable chemical bond energy holding Ti atoms and C 

atoms together. The DLC film can protect the substrate from corrosion due to its 

densification and chemical inertness. 

The DLC film deposited at CH4/H2 =1:0 is denser than at CH4/H2 =1:1 from the SEM 

and EPMA images. The metal ions contaminant concentration of a-C:H coating deposited 

at CH4/H2 =1:0 is also obviously lower than at CH4/H2 =1:1. And the DLC film has the 

lowest metal ions concentration of 0.34 ppm at the condition of CH4/H2 =1:0, 12 h. 

Corrosion potential reaches a maximum of about 0.15 V at the condition of CH4/H2= 1:0, 

12 h, which is significantly greater than the bare of about −0.34 V. The higher corrosion 

potential usually implies the better corrosion resistance because of the higher 
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electrochemical stability. The corrosion current density is reduced to a minimum of 0.23 

µA/cm2 at CH4/H2 = 1:0, 12 h compared with the bare of about 1.8 µA/cm2. All the 

corrosion current density of DLC films meet the DOE’s 2020 target of 1 µA/cm2. A 

smaller current density means a lower corrosion rate.  
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Chapter 5 Chemical composition and corrosion 

behavior of DLC films-coated stainless steel 

5.1 Surface and cross-section morphology of DLC films 

deposited on SUS316L 

5.1.1 Surface morphology and roughness 

The surface morphology of the DLC films were observed using a scanning electron 

microscope. The surface morphology images of SUS316L (a); and the DLC films 

deposited at (b) gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (c) gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (d) gas 

ratios CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs; (e) gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs are presented in Fig. 5-1.  
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Fig.5- 8  SEM image of SUS316L substrate (a); and the DLC film deposited at gas ratios CH4/H2 

=1:1, 6hrs (b); gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs (c); gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs (d); gas ratios 

CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs (e). 

 

The AFM measurements are carried out for uncoated SUS316L (a) and DLC films 

deposited at (b) CH4/H2 =1:1, 12 h; (c) CH4/H2 =1:1, 6 h; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12 h; (e) 

CH4/H2 =1:0, 6 h as shown in Figure 5-2. From these figures, it can be seen that the 

undulating hills with a height of about 138.00 nm, 44.86 nm, 67.95 nm, 39.97 nm and 

65.51 nm appear on the surface of bare and DLC films respectively. The Ra roughness of 

uncoated SUS316L and the DLC films-coated SUS316L is 21.80 nm, 3.77 nm, 5.63 nm, 

3.93 nm and 7.56 nm respectively. The surface of DLC film deposited at 12 h becomes 

more flattened than that of DLC film deposited at 6 h. This can be explained by 

considering that the deposition process prevails on the etching phenomena: the high-

energy ion beams continuously bombard the surface with the increase of time, etching 

away the interfacial and unstable carbon atoms belonging to the still un-relaxed domains 

[1, 2]. 
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Fig.5- 9 AFM images and linear Z-axis scale bars of uncoated SUS316L (a) and DLC coatings 

deposited at (b) CH4/H2 = 1:1, 12 h; (c) CH4/H2 = 1:1, 6 h; (d) CH4/H2 = 1:0, 12 h; (e) CH4/H2 = 

1:0, 6 h. 

5.1.2 Cross-sectional morphology and thickness 

The cross-section morphology of the DLC films were observed using a scanning 

electron microscope. The cross-section morphology images of SUS316L (a) and the DLC 

films deposited at (b) CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (c) CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs; 

(e) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs are presented in Fig. 5-3. The DLC films on the surface are very 

dense. The thickness of the fully dense coating cannot be clearly defined because of the 

permeation layer. The DLC layer has a maximum thickness of the fully dense coating of 

about 569.8 nm from the Figure 5-3c. The average thickness of the fully dense coating is 

about 543.4 nm, 407.6 nm and 543.3 nm respectively from the Figure 5-3b, d, e. The 

thickness of the DLC film deposited on stainless steel substrate at the condition of gas 

ratios CH4/H2 =1:0 is thinner than at the condition of gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1. With the 

increase of time, the high-energy ion beams continuously bombard the growing film, the 
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surface desorption process plays a dominant role. So the coating atoms are penetrated into 

the substrate with more energy, which reduces the thickness of the fully dense coating 

and increases the thickness of the permeation layer [1, 3, 4].  

 

 

  

  

Fig.5- 3 Cross-section SEM image of SUS316L (a) and the DLC films deposited at (b) CH4/H2 =1:1, 

6hrs; (c) CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs; (e) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs. 

Table 5- 1 Thickness of DLC films-coated stainless steel deposited at different conditions 
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CH4/H2 =1:1 

6h 

CH4/H2 =1:1 

12h 

CH4/H2 =1:0 

6h 

CH4/H2 =1:0 

12h 

Thickness(nm) 543.4 569.8 407.6 543.3 

 

The carbon element concentration distribution of DLC film-coated SUS316L were 

determined by EPMA. The sample to be analyzed was bombarded by an electron beam 

which would emit x-rays with wavelengths characteristic to specific elements. Then the 

concentration distribution and diffusivities of elements could be obtained accurately by 

EPMA mapping [5-6]. The average thickness of the carbon permeation layer is about 10 

µm, 15µm, 8µm and 9 µm respectively from Figure 5-4 b, d, f, h. The liner scan of carbon 

is not significantly reduced in Figure 5-4 d, so the thickness is estimated to be 35 µm 

combined with the carbon concentration distribution (Figure 5-4 c). The limited lateral 

resolution may also reduce the accuracy of the results. The liner scans indicate that the 

carbon concentration decreases with the distance. The thickness of the DLC film 

deposited on SUS316L substrate at the condition of gas ratio CH4/H2 = 1:1 is thicker than 

that of CH4/H2 = 1:0. As the increase of deposition time, the penetration depth of DLC 

increases because of the increase in high-energy ion beam, but the intensity of carbon 

weakens. The coating atoms are penetrated into the substrate with more energy to reduce 

the thickness of the fully dense coating and increase the thickness of the permeation layer 

at the deposition time of 12 h. 
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Fig.5- 4 EPMA mappings of carbon element and EPMA line scans of carbon intensity of DLC film 

cross-section deposited at (a) and (b) CH4/H2 = 1:1, 6 h; (c) and (d) CH4/H2 = 1:1, 12 h; (e) and (f) 

CH4/H2 = 1:0, 6 h; (g) and (h) CH4/H2 = 1:0, 12 h. 

5.2 Chemical composition and microstructure analysis of DLC 

films deposited on SUS316L 

5.2.1 Raman spectroscopy of DLC films on SUS316L 

The position of G peak and ratio of D peak intensity to G peak intensity (ID/IG) are 
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the important factors which fully depended on the DLC film structure [7]. In order to 

extract these factors, the Raman spectrum of DLC coating was decomposed to two 

Gaussian peaks (D-peak to G-peak). The Fig.5-5 displays the typical Raman spectrum of 

DLC films deposited on SUS316L. The spectra exhibited a broad asymmetric Raman 

scattering band in the range of 1000-2000cm-1, representing typical characteristics of 

DLC films from the figure. 

Raman features such as ID/IG ratio, D-peak and G-peak position are specifically shown 

in Table 5-2. The Raman shift error exists due to factors such as the pixel of detector, laser 

wavelength accuracy and the fitting by a Gaussian method [8]. The variation of G-peak 

position toward higher Raman shift shows that the chemical bonding is changed from 

olefinic to aromatic. The G-peak position is changed from 1558 to 1570 cm−1 by 

decreasing the CH4 ratio and the deposited time for SUS316L substrate. Moreover, the 

decreased ID/IG shows an increase in size and number of clusters, a decrease in chain-

like structures [3, 9]. ID/IG ratio of DLC film deposited on SUS316L at gas ratios CH4/H2 

= 1:1, 6 h is 1.03, meanwhile ID/IG of DLC coating deposited at gas ratios CH4/H2 = 1:0, 

6 h is 1.21. Meanwhile, the G-peak position is shifted from 1558.45 to 1568.85 cm−1 

indicating the increase in sp2-C content. In a-C:H coating, a decrease in ID/IG 

corresponds to a decrease in sp2/sp3. Therefore, DLC film deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:1, 6 h 

has a higher sp3 content with a diamond-like tetrahedral structure which leads to a better 

anti-corrosion resistance [10]. 
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Fig.5- 5 Typical Raman spectrum of DLC films deposited on SUS316L at (a) CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (b) 

CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (c) CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs. 

 

Table 5- 2 ID/IG ratio, D peak and G peak position of DLC films deposited on SUS316L at different 

conditions 

SUS316L CH4/H2 =1:1,12h CH4/H2 =1:1,6h CH4/H2 =1:0,12h CH4/H2 =1:0,6h 

ID/IG 1.03 1.30 1.21 1.31 

G-peak(cm-1) 1558.45 1568.91 1568.85 1570.53 

D-peak(cm-1) 1373.99 1382.35 1371.20 1378.31 
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5.2.2 TEM analysis of DLC films on SUS316L 

The microstructure of the DLC film-coated SUS316L was analyzed by TEM. Before 

the experiment of TEM, the sample with the thickness of about 0.1μm for investigation 

was prepared by FIB-SEM as before. The SEM image was shown in Fig.5-6. 

 

 

Fig.5-6 SEM image of the DLC film deposited on SUS316L after FIB process. 
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Fig.5- 7 Schematic diagram TEM images of the DLC film deposited on SUS316L at CH4/H2 =1:1 

 

The schematic diagram and TEM images of DLC film deposited on SUS316L at 

CH4/H2 =1:1 were shown in figure 5-7. The penetration section from pure DLC film to 

SUS316L substrate could be easily seen from figure 5-7(a). The selected area electron 

diffraction pattern (SAED) of nanocrystalline phase was shown in figure 5-7(b). A small 

amount of nanocrystalline phase marked with yellow circle was surrounded by an 

amorphous matrix. The interplanar spacing was caculated according to the results of 

calculation based on the diffraction images. The d values is 0.217 nm which agrees well 

with the Fe2C lattice constant. Polycrystalline rings indexable to the (400), (202), (301), 

(213), (104), (153) and (513) reflections of Fe2C were present. 

 

5.2.3 XPS analysis of DLC films on SUS316L 
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The bonding structure of DLC films deposited at different conditions were evaluated 

by XPS spectroscopy. In order to give a trustful result, the metallic oxide contaminations 

from the environment was removed by Ar+ bombardment [11]. After removing the 

contaminations, C1s XPS spectrum scan of DLC films deposited on the SUS 316L are 

shown in the Figure 5-8. It can be seen that the main bond on the surface of the DLC film 

are sp2-C, sp3-C, c=o and c-c, and their binding energies are about 284.58 eV, 286 eV, 

288.4~288.5 eV and 293.5 eV, respectively [12, 13]. The surface oxide film on SUS316L 

having a thickness of 2-4 nm means a very small oxygen content. The DLC film may 

contain oxygen content and not just from oxidation in the air. The oxygen atomic 

concentration of DLC films deposited at CH4 = 1:1, 12 h; CH4/H2 = 1:1, 6 h; CH4/H2 = 

1:0, 12 h and CH4/H2 = 1:0, 6 h is about 21.59%, 17.92%, 27.77%and 21.84% respectively. 

No obvious peaks of Fe, Cr and Ni elements were observed in the spectra, which means 

no matrix elements exist in the surface composition of the DLC film, indicating that 

during the film deposition process, the density and energy of bombardment ions are high, 

and the substrate can be fully impacted. With the increase of time, the high-energy ion 

beams continuously bombard the growing film, causing the sp3-C to break down into the 

stable two-dimensional sp2-C structure. The binding energy of 293.5eV indicates the peak 

of the transition to the sigama- orbitals [14].  
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Fig.5-8 XPS spectra for C 1s of DLC films deposited on SUS316L at (a) CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (b) 

CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (c) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs. 

5.3 Interfacial Contact Resistance of DLC films deposited on 

SUS316L 

The low ICR is the key factor to obtain high performance for metallic bipolar plates of 

PEMFCs. The ICR of SUS316L substrate and DLC films at 150 N/cm2 are shown in Table 

5-3. The ICR is obtained by subtracting the resistance of the substrate from the resistance 

of DLC Films-Coated SUS316L [15-16]. The good conductive performance depends on 

high content of sp2-C bonds. Since the DLC film penetrates into the substrate from EPMA 

results, the increase of ICR under the condition of CH4/H2 = 1:0 may be due to an increase 

of sp3-C content in the permeation layer. It results that ICR is not in good agreement with 
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the sp2/sp3 ration mentioned above. Therefore, the DLC film-coated SUS316L at CH4/H2 

= 1:1 is available for fuel cells. Nevertheless, the DLC films deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:1, 

12 h showed lowest resistance of 12.9 mΩ·cm2 which is still slightly higher than the 

Department of Energy’s (DOE) target (2020) of 10 mΩ·cm2 [17]. 

 

Table 5- 3 ICR of DLC-coated SUS316L 

 
SUS316L  

substrate 

CH4/H2 =1:1 

6h 

CH4/H2 =1:1 

12h 

CH4/H2 =1:1 

6h 

CH4/H2 =1:0 

12h 

ICR (mΩ·cm²) 35 23.7 12.9 105.6 79.9 

 

5.4 Corrosion behavior of DLC films-coated SUS316L 

5.4.1 Surface characteristics of DLC films-coated SUS316L after corrosion 

The surface morphology images of SUS316L (a); and the DLC films deposited at (b) 

gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; (c) gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (d) gas ratios CH4/H2 

=1:0, 12hrs; (e) gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs after corrosion test are presented in Fig. 5-

9. The cross-section morphology SEM images of SUS316L and different DLC coatings 

are presented in Figure 5-3. DLC films are still found on the surface of the substrates and 

the thickness of the DLC film is thinner than before from these pictures. It is observed 

that the DLC films are destroyed in corrosion test, and some cracks appear on the surface. 

The surface morphology is changed and some larger corrosion pits are observed on the 

surface at condition of CH4/H2 = 1:0, 12 h than that of CH4/H2 = 1:1, 12 h. The pitting 

corrosion regions are marked with red circles as shown in Figure 5-9. SUS316L 
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constituents like Fe, Cr and Ni are stable in elemental form below -0.7 V vs. SCE. In the 

fuel cell operating conditions, SUS316L constituents are stable in the form of Fe2+, Fe3+, 

Ni2+ and Cr3+ oxidized states [18]. In the corrosion test of high temperature acidic solution 

of 168 hours, a small amount of acidic solution penetrates into the film and contacts with 

SUS316L. Then the oxide is generated between the substrate and the film, causing the 

DLC film to rupture and forming pitting corrosion. For the DLC films coated on the 

SUS316L substrate, a local region is suffered from accelerated corrosion due to the pits. 
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Fig.5- 9  SEM images of SUS316L substrate (a); and the DLC film deposited at gas ratios 

CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs (b); gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs (c); gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs (d); gas 

ratios CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs (e) after corrosion test. 
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Fig.5- 10  Cross-section SEM images of SUS316L (a); and the DLC films deposited at (b) CH4/H2 

=1:1, 12hrs; (c) CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs; (e) CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs after corrosion 

test. 

 

The Chemical bonding structure of DLC films-coated SUS316L after corrosion test are 

analyzed. Figure 5-11 displays the typical Raman spectrum of DLC films deposited on 

SUS316L after corrosion test. The Raman spectra can be fitted by the two Gaussian peaks. 

The G-peak intensity of the DLC film at the condition of CH4/H2 = 1:0, 12 h is weaker 

than that of CH4/H2 = 1:1, 12 h, indicating a reduction of sp3-C ratio. Therefore, DLC 

film deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:1, 12 h has the better corrosion resistance. 
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Fig.5- 11 Typical Raman spectrum of DLC films deposited on SUS316L at (a) CH4/H2 =1:1, 12hrs; 

(b) CH4/H2 =1:1, 6hrs; (c) CH4/H2 =1:0, 12hrs; (d) CH4/H2 =1:0, 6hrs. 

5.4.2 Effect of DLC films on metal ions dissolution  

Metal ions concentration in corrosion solution are important for evaluating the 

corrosive resistance of bipolar plate. Hence metal ions concentration for the bare and DLC 

films-coated SUS316L after 168 h corrosion test are summarized in Table 5-4. Compared 

to the metal ions concentration of uncoated substrate, the metal ions of DLC films has a 

significant reduction, indicating that the DLC films play an important role on protecting 

the substrate.  

For the SUS316L stainless steel, the metal ions leached from DLC films-coated 

SUS316L has a significant reduction with a minimum of 16.60 ppm, indicating that the 

DLC films play an important role on protecting the substrate. The main reason is that 

there is an easily corroded place on the surface of DLC film coated on SUS316L. The 

pitting reaction takes place in passivation film formed on SUS316L due to the self-excited 

reaction and some pores are formed on the substrate [19]. In addition, there are hydrogen 

ions in the corrosive solution, forming a strong corrosion layer and accelerating the 

corrosion rate [20]. Meanwhile, intergranular corrosion cracking inside the SUS316L. All 
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of these have a destructive effect on the DLC film coated on the SUS316L. From Table 

5-4, the DLC film deposited at the condition of CH4/H2 = 1:1, 12 h has a lower 

concentration than that of CH4/H2 = 1:0, 12 h. Because the DLC film deposited at CH4/H2 

= 1:0, 12 h is relatively thin and not dense enough which can be observed from SEM and 

EPMA results. The higher oxygen content of DLC film deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:0 also 

accelerates corrosion rate in an acidic solution. After 168 h corrosion test, part of the 

substrate is exposed to acid corrosion solution, which is more susceptible to corrosion. 

Meanwhile the corrosion behavior is consistent with the cross-section SEM images of the 

DLC coatings. 

 

Table 5- 4 Metal ions concentration for the bare and DLC films after 168 h corrosion. (ppm) 

 

SUS316L CH4/H2=1:1,

12h 

CH4/H2=1:1, 

6h 

CH4/H2=1:0,

12h 

CH4/H2=1:0, 

6h 

316L-Fe 38.84 11.89 18.99 14.98 26.45 

316L-Cr 9.28 2.86 4.51 3.22 4.55 

316L-Ni 3.60 1.85 1.72 1.36 2.90 

Total 51.72 16.60 25.22 19.56 33.90 

 

5.4.3 Electrochemical behaviors of DLC films deposited on SUS316L 

The electrochemical behaviors of all samples were analyzed in 0.5 M sulfuric acid 

solution at 90 °C by conventional three-electrode system. The DLC-coated SUS316L 

sample was acted as working electrode respectively, a platinum sheet as counter electrode, 
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and a SCE as the reference electrode [21]. The polarization curves of SUS316L and DLC 

films-coated SUS316L in 0.5 M sulfuric acid solution purged with air at 90 °C are shown 

in Figure 5-12. In comparison with the bare, the DLC films-coated SUS316L exhibit a 

more noble corrosion potential and more stable passive region in simulated cathode 

condition. Corrosion potential reaches a maximum of about 0.1 V at the condition of 

CH4/H2= 1:1, 12 h, which is significantly greater than the bare of about −0.2 V. The higher 

corrosion potential usually implies the better corrosion resistance because of the higher 

electrochemical stability [22]. At the cathode potential of around 0.6 V under the fuel cell 

operating condition, the corrosion current density of the bare is about 19 µA/cm2. As for 

the DLC films-coated SUS316L, the corrosion current density is reduced to a minimum 

of 0.5 µA/cm2 at CH4/H2 = 1:1, 6 h and 12 h. The corrosion current density of DLC films 

deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:1 meet the DOE’s 2020 target of 1 µA/cm2 (0.5 M H2SO4 solution 

with 5 ppm HF, 70 °C) [23]. A smaller current density means a lower corrosion rate. All 

the DLC films-coated SUS316L exhibit the similar passivation behavior. The high active 

peak could be viewed because of the active dissolution and the oxidation. The passivation 

film formed on the surface could protect SUS316L from contacting sulfuric acid solution, 

so as to avoid corrosion. The DLC films deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:1 have the better 

electrochemical behavior and higher corrosion resistance due to the intrinsic 

microstructure properties from the surface morphology, which are in accordance with the 

ICP results. 
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Fig.5- 12  Potentiodynamic behaviors of uncoated SUS316L and various DLC films-coated 

SUS316L in 0.5 M H2SO4 at 90 °C. 

5.5 Summary  

In this part, the dense and uniform DLC films as protective film were successfully 

deposited on SUS316L steel using IBED technique by changing the gas ratio CH4/H2 and 

deposition time. The microstructure and corrosion properties of the films were evaluated 

taking into account for different deposition conditions. After depositing the DLC film, 

the localized corrosion of a point or small area has been significantly improved. We 

observed that the gas ratio CH4/H2 of 1:1 contributed to the increase in film thickness and 

sp3 bond fraction, resulting in a decrease in corrosion current density and metal ions 

concentration. Because the hydrogen restores the high potential of the oxidic species in 

SUS316L surface such as Fe, Cr to the low potential, which results in easier formation of 

Fe-C, Cr-C bonds on the substrate, improving the adhesion and density between the film 

and substrate. The metal ions concentration and surface roughness of DLC coating 
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deposited at 12 h are obviously lower than that of DLC deposited at 6 h. The pitting 

corrosion takes place in the passivation film due to the self-excited reaction and some 

pores are formed on the surface to accelerate the corrosion rate. As a result, The DLC 

film-coated SUS316L steel deposited at CH4/H2 of 1:1, deposition time of 12 h has the 

best corrosion resistance with a dense film thickness of about 569.8 nm and a carbon 

permeation layer thickness of about 15 µm, indicating the low corrosion current density 

of 0.5 µA/cm2 and low metal ions concentration of 16.60 ppm because of the higher 

chemical inertness and the less pinholes. The corrosion current density of DLC films-

coated SUS316L deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:1 meets the DOE’s 2020 target of 1 µA/cm2. 

Nevertheless, the DLC films deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:1, 12 h with the lowest resistance 

of 12.9 mΩ·cm2 is still higher than the DOE’s target (2020) of 10 mΩ·cm². Based on 

these discussions, the DLC films are useful to restrain the corrosion process. However, 

the DLC films-coated SUS316L steel still cannot meet the resistance of the bipolar plate. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion  

6.1 Discussion and summary 

The different DLC coatings were successfully deposited on AZ31 magnesium alloy as 

hard protective coatings using the IBED method by changing the gas flow rate and 

accelerating voltage. The composition and friction characteristics of the DLC coatings 

were analyzed to improve the surface performance of magnesium alloy AZ31, and the 

following observations were made: 

(1) No voids or pinholes were observed and the adhesion strength quality were 

acceptable in the SEM analysis of the DLC films. The ID/IG decreased to a minimum of 

0.62, the hardness increased to a maximum of 4056 HV and the track wear area decreased 

to 332 µm2 at a lower accelerating voltage of 6 kV and at a higher H2 ratio. The friction 

force decreased to 0.12 N for the DLC coating deposited at 6 sccm/6 kV. 

(2) Orbital hybridization between carbon atoms and sp3 C–C bonds was formed on 

the surface of the magnesium alloy. The ions with higher energy caused the sp3 bond to 

break down into the stable sp2 bond as the accelerating voltage decreased, and unsaturated 

C- bonds were saturated by the site-selective adsorption of incident CHx, resulting in a 

low ID/IG, high fraction of sp3 carbon, and high hardness in the DLC films. 

(3) An increase of the gas flow rate led to reduction of friction force because the 

increasing number of CHx group ions generated with CH4, which formed sp3 and sp2 

hybridizations, reduced the number of C-dangling bonds on the surface. A low gas flow 

rate enhances dissociation of CH4 due to the resident time at the plasma and leads to 

graphitization of the film structure because of H ion/atom/molecule enrichment. 

(4) The surface performance of AZ31 magnesium alloy was significantly improved 
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with the deposition of the DLC films at different flow rates and accelerating voltages by 

enhancing the hardness and friction properties. 

The dense and uniform DLC films as protective film were successfully deposited on 

SUS316L stainless steel and titanium substrates using IBED technique by changing the 

gas ratio CH4/H2 and deposition time. Compared with the other coating techniques, the 

IBED method has many advantages such as lower compressive stress due to the 

production of a graded interfacial, higher film-substrate adhesion and better surface 

properties of high-precision parts, which enables a series of beneficial surface property 

modifications without detrimentally affecting the bulk properties. The microstructure and 

corrosion properties of the films were evaluated taking into account for different 

deposition conditions. The DLC films exhibited improved the corrosion resistance and 

conductivity. The fully dense DLC film with a thickness of about 1281 nm exhibited the 

best anti-corrosion behavior because the film is dense. The ICR increases as the H2 ratio 

increases because the good conductive performance depends on high content of sp2-C 

bonds. The DLC film deposited at gas ratios CH4/H2 =1:0 is denser than at CH4/H2 =1:1 

from the SEM images. Meanwhile the nanocrystalline TiC phase is observed from 

penetration layer of DLC films-coated titanium which has the strong and stable chemical 

bond energy. The DLC film can protect the substrate from corrosion due to its 

densification and chemical inertness. The metal ions contaminant concentration of a-C:H 

coating deposited at CH4/H2 =1:0 is obviously lower than at CH4/H2 =1:1. Even the a-

C:H film-coated titanium deposited at CH4/H2 =1:0, 6h is lower than at CH4/H2 =1:1, 12h. 

And the DLC film has the lowest metal ions concentration of 0.34 ppm at the condition 

of CH4/H2 =1:0, 12 h. As a result, the DLC film deposited on the titanium at CH4/H2 =1:0 

has the better anti-corrosion resistance. Therefore the a-C:H films-coated titanium 
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substrate are useful to restrain the corrosion process and could be considered as a 

candidate bipolar plates for PEMFC. 

We observed that the gas ratio CH4/H2 of 1:1 contributed to the increase in film 

thickness and sp3 bond fraction, resulting in a decrease in corrosion current density and 

metal ions concentration for the SUS316L substrate. The hydrogen restores the high 

potential of the oxidic species in SUS316L surface such as Fe, Cr to the low potential, 

which results in easier formation of Fe-C, Cr-C bonds on the substrate, improving the 

adhesion and density between the film and substrate. The metal ions concentration and 

surface roughness of DLC coating deposited at 12 h are obviously lower than that of DLC 

deposited at 6 h. The pitting corrosion takes place in the passivation film due to the self-

excited reaction and some pores are formed on the surface to accelerate the corrosion rate. 

As a result, The DLC film-coated SUS316L steel deposited at CH4/H2 of 1:1, deposition 

time of 12 h has the best corrosion resistance with a dense film thickness of about 569.8 

nm and a carbon permeation layer thickness of about 15 µm, indicating the low corrosion 

current density of 0.5 µA/cm2 and low metal ions concentration of 16.60 ppm because of 

the higher chemical inertness and the less pinholes. The corrosion current density of DLC 

films-coated SUS316L deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:1 meets the DOE’s 2020 target of 1 

µA/cm2. 

The density and chemical bonding structure of DLC films are key factors influencing 

the corrosion behavior. 

6.2 Future work 

For Mg alloy AZ31, future work will involve improving the precipitation hardening of 

magnesium alloy to improve the supporting effect of the substrate and coating durability. 
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Based on these discussions, the DLC films are useful to restrain the corrosion process. 

For DLC films-coated SUS316L, a denser interlayer between the substrate and DLC film 

is considered. The DLC films deposited at CH4/H2 = 1:1, 12 h with the lowest resistance 

of 12.9 mΩ·cm2 is still higher than the DOE’s target (2020) of 10 mΩ·cm². The DLC 

films-coated SUS316L steel still cannot meet the resistance of the bipolar plate. Hence, 

future work would be needed to improve the DLC film-coated SUS316L resistance by 

adding a conductive path to the DLC film while reducing the cost of the manufacturing. 

The processing condition, CH4 ratio of 25% and 75% will also be considered perfect 

conclusions. 
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